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The ordinary responses to atrocities is to banish them from consciousness. Certain violations of the social compact are too terrible to utter aloud: this is the meaning of the word
unspeakable. Atrocities, however, refuse to be buried. Equally as powerful as the desire to
deny atrocities is the conviction that denial does not work. Folk wisdom is filled with ghosts
who refuse to rest in their graves until their stories are told.
Judith Lewis Herman
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Trauma stories are challenging gifts. At times, we could become overwhelmed by them and
freeze, unable to offer our maximum service. What do we do? How do we play these stories
back? What are our boundaries? How far can we go? Do we need to be therapists to play back
these stories?
In this article, I would like to explore some answers to these questions coming from the meeting
of Playback Theatre (PT) and trauma in my own experience as a playback actor, conductor and
teacher on this issue in Israel and with other communities abroad.

Playback Theatre Context

Musicans Muse

FOR SUBMISSION

Trauma stories present themselves in different contexts. In some cases, we may expect them;
in others, they surprise us. One thing is certain, we are always profoundly touched by them.
More than any other type of stories, traumatic stories affect us deeply as they most clearly expose our vulnerabilities and resilience, our weaknesses and courage. Perhaps, this is why
many playbackers hope for them: to have the sacred opportunity to play back life changing
experiences that are about survival, about life and death; stories that involve deep emotions
and have the power to touch every human being.

Trauma stories are being heard and played back throughout the world. In Western scientific
and academic terms, PT is not therapy, but from experience we know, it is therapeutic nonetheless. The ability to share a traumatic story in a safe environment with a group of witness-actors
that are really listening and playing back the story with utmost respect is deeply healing. PT is
an art form that heals and uplifts and at times, confronts and reconciles; always revealing the
power of our shared humanity to overcome our personal and social ills.
There are many threads running through PT performances. The beauty of the weaving between
the personal and social threads of any trauma story depends on awareness: the ability to read
the audience, the understanding of the situation and a wide and deep perception of the present
moment. A theatre of witness requires nothing less. In Israel, most audiences reflect the social
make up of the community and there will usually be Arabs or religious devotees or settlers or
immigrants or disabled holocaust survivors. As playbackers, we strive to create a safe space
for sharing with minimal judgment and from where audience members can leave feeling acknowledged, no matter where they came from or what kind of trauma story they shared.

readennis@me.com
Continued pg 8

From the Editor
This issue of Interplay places the work and practice of playback theatre in trauma contexts in focus. It sets out to chart the challenges of such work and reports on key learning from various perspectives. Influenced by the desire of the contributing practitioners to share their experiences and to engage the wider membership in discussion, the issue presents diverse approaches to
preparing, delivering, and sustaining playback theatre within communities post-natural disaster, in war zones, and with displaced
peoples, some as visitors and others within their own neighbourhoods. Patrick Seyler (USA) and Olga Sanachina (Russia) present the story that inspired them to initiate this issue, in collaboration with Paul Mc Isaacs and Shirley Legum. Alongside this,
there are essays documenting the lessons learned through extended practice in places of long term conflict such as Isreal, from
Shirley Legum (Play Life in Tel Aviv), Palestine, from Ben Rivers (Freedom Bus) and Afghanistan from Hjalmar Jorge JoffreEichhorn (Theatre and Transitional Justice).
Exploring the political complexity of bringing playback into situations within the neighborhood you live is variously explored in the
essays of S. Cyril Alexander (Chennai), Paul Mc Isaac (NYC), and Anna-Leise Juge Fox New Orleans). Cyril‘s essay brings together the traumatic political context within TamilNadu with Sterling PT‘s strong intention to support their community after the political death of Child Balachandran; while Paul and Anna-Leise tells stories of responding after 9/11 and Katrina respectively and
the personal nature of being ready to offer support through playback.
Jonathan Fox tackles the question of playback theatre in relation to therapy, while Pamela Freeman sets about documenting
technical information about Trauma and about post traumatic stress disorder. The essays of both Freeman and Fox also consider
some of the ethical aspects of playback within the trauma contexts from the point of view of the
performer, the individual teller, and the affected community.
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These ideas are central to the report from Japan‘s Kayo Munakata – following the style of recent papers by András Zánkay (June 2011 page 1—Hungary mud-slide disaster) and Jen Kristel (December 2012, p.10—Bangladesh bus accident), Kayo shares the journey of her company, Playback AZ as they came to terms with what was necessary to support survivors of the
complex 3.11 natural disaster. While my piece concludes the discussion from the distanced
stance of those who are watching as traumatic things are happening to others, with the proposition that bringing artistic expression to the forefront is a natural human response.
The IPTN Board report on the 2013 meeting in India in November and share news of recent
changes in composition. There is also a call for help in renaming Interplay and for interest in
taking on the Editor role as I vacate the role after 8 years.
Submit your responses, comments, and reflections for inclusion.

Letters and Stories to: readennis@me.com

Interplay is the membership publication of the International Playback Theatre Network, targeting the contemporary themes at the centre of the community that practices this complex simple method called playback theatre—a
method dependent absolutely on a systematic application of a simple ritual structure yet which yields complex human interaction and resonates with humanity across all cultures. Conceived in 1990 during the fledgling year of
IPTN, and launched in November of that year under editor Jonathan Fox with regional editors in Australia, New
Zealand, Europe and North America, Interplay has been instrumental in keeping the ever expanding, diverse playback theatre community connected and has provided essential space for critical and evaluative thinking that has
influenced the development of the form and the spread of the method to over 40 countries worldwide. Part journal, part newsletter, Interplay is published twice per year and features articles, practice reports, upcoming events,
and membership news. Interplay invites submissions, for submission details contact the Editor.

Rea Dennis readennis@me.com
Interplay Editor
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Japanese—Hiroko Yanagawa
Portuguese—Sheila Donio
English to Spanish—Ramiro Salas

To volunteer to translate readennis@me.com

PRESIDENT’ LETTER
Dear Playback Friends,
I am writing this letter full of my recent experience
in Bangalore, India where I met with other IPTN
Board Members. We spent a very intense 4 days
together discussing our work for the international
Playback Theatre community. Meeting face to face
helped us to find new energy. Together we reviewed the vision of the IPTN. We identified which
words represent the critical role of the IPTN and
ensured that these words formed part of the new
vision statement. This statement is:

Queridos amigos de Playback,

“The IPTN provides an independent, inclusive
global platform that strengthens Playback Theatre
practice through connection and mutual influence”.
After this we reviewed the roles and tasks within the IPTN Board
and clarified which roles are most necessary for the future of IPTN.
Next to President, Secretary and Treasurer we identified the roles
of:
Interplay Liaison;
Public Relations;
Website/Marketing and;
Business Development/Membership-Services as most important.
Specific Board Members will be responsible for different roles. Inside this Interplay Board Members will introduce themselves and
their new roles (see page 37).
Meanwhile, in Bangalore, we have made headlines: an article in
Bangalore’s main daily paper the DECCAN HERALD announced
“Building bridges, through Playback Theatre.” See the story about
the IPTN Board Meeting here: http://www.deccanherald.com/
content/363895/building-bridges-through-playback-theatre.html
On the initiative of Bev Hosking, former IPTN Vice President, and
Cymbeline Buhler, we have been able to meet with three Indian
Playback Companies based in Bangalore: Yours Truly Theatre, Script
People’s Theatre and Jeevika. So far these groups had not met with
one another to share their experience in Playback Theatre. Hopefully this evening together is a starting point for building bridges in
Bangalore leading to more exchanges in future!
May 2014 be a year of more bridges within the international Playback Theatre community, no matter if they are long distance or just
in the neighbourhood!
With Love,
Juergen Schoo
IPTN President

Escribo esta carta después de mi reciente experiencia en Bangalore, India, donde me encontré con
otros miembros del directorio de IPTN. Juntos
pasamos cuatro días muy intensos discutiendo
acerca de nuestro trabajo con la comnunidad internacional de Playback. Encontrarnos y hablar
cara a cara nos ayudó a encontrar nuevas energyías, y juntos revisamos la visión del IPTN. Identificamos qué palabras representan lo más crítico
del trabajo de IPTN y nos aseguramos de que esas
palabras formen parte de la declaración de principios, la visión, de IPTN. Esa declaración dice .
“IPTN provee una plataforma independiente,
inclusive y global que refuerza la práctica del
Teatro Playback a través de conexiones e influencia mutua”.
Después de esto, revisamos los roles y trabajos de cada uno en el
directorio de IPTN, y clarificamos cuáles son los roles más necesarios para el future de IPTN. Además de Presidente, Secretario y
Tesorero, identificamos los siguientes roles como los más importantes:
Enlace con Interplay
Relaciones públicas
Sitio de web y marketing
Desarrollo y servicios de membresía
Miembros específicos del directorio serán responsables directos
de estos roles. Los miembros del directorio de Interplay se presenterán a sí mismos y a sus nuevos roles.
Mientras tanto, en Bangalore hemos sido noticia: El periódico de
mayor circulación en Bangalore, el Deccan Herald, sacó un
artículo titulado “Creando puentes a través del Teatro Playback”.
Puede leer la historia del directorio de IPTN (en inglés) aquí:
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/363895/building-bridgesthrough-playback-theatre.html).
Bajo una iniciativa de Bev Hosking, vice-presidenta de IPTN, y de
Cymbeline Buhler, pudimos encontrarnos con las tres compañías
de Playback de Bangalore:
Yours Truly Theatre, Script People’s Theatre y Jeevika. Hasta
ahora estos tres grupos no se habían juntado para conocerse y
compartir experiencias. Esperamos que la tarde que pasamos
juntos ayude a empezar a crear puentes entre las compañías de
Bangalore y haya más encuentros en el futuro.
Esperamos que el 2014 sea un año lleno de puentes en la comunidad internacional de Teatro Playback, sin importar si las distancias son enormes o si estamos en el mismo barrio.
Con amor,
Juergen Schoo
Presidente de IPTN

Seeking
Expressions of
Interest

Competition

INTERPLAY

NEW NAME
FOR
INTERPLAY

EDITOR
see details page 40

see details page 39
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER cont
Queridos amigos do Playback,

プレイバックシアター仲間の皆さんへ
先ごろのインドのBangaloreでＩＰＴＮメンバーと過ごした豊かな体験につい
てお伝えしようと思います。
私たちは非常に濃い4日間を共に過ごし、インターナショナル・プレイバック
シアターコミュニティーの活動についておおいにディスカッションをしまし
た。
直接出会って顔を突き合わせてのミーティングは、私たちに新しいエネル
ギーを沸き上がらせました。
そして共にＩＴＰＮのビジョンについて再考しました。
ＩＰＴＮの活動を表現する適切な表現はなにかを再考し、以下のことを新し
いビジョンとして決定しました。

『ＩＰＴＮは、つながりと相互に影響しあうことを通して、プレイバックシ
アターの実践を強化する、独立した、包括的・全体的プラットフォームを提
供するのだ。』
その後、私たちはＩＰＴＮボード内の役割や仕事について振り返り、どのよ
うな役割がＩＰＴＮの未来にとって最も必要かを明らかにしていきました。
そして次には、会長、秘書、会計係りの 役割を以下のように確認しました。
Interplay 間の連絡
公共的繋がり
ウエブサイト マーケティング
ビジネスとしての発展 最大の重要課題としてのメンバーシップサービス
特定のボードメンバーは個々で違った役割の責任を負うものとする。
このインタープレーの中でボードメンバーは、それぞれ自己紹介と各自の役
割を紹介する
また一方、Ｂangaloreの主要な新聞The DECCANHERALD紙に”プレイバッ
クシアターでの架け橋“と見出しが付いた記事が載りました。
ＩＰＴＮボードメンバーの会議については以下をご覧ください。http://

www.deccanherald.com/content/363895/building-bridges-through
-playback-theatre.html
また、前ＩＰＴＮ副代表：べブ・ホスキングとシンべリン・ブフラーの計ら
いのもと、私たちはBanglaoreにある３つのインドのプレイバックシアターカ
ンパニー、Yours Truly Theatre, Script People‘s Theatre、Jeevika と会うこと
が出来ました。
今までのところ、この3つのグループはプレイバックシアターの経験を分かち
合うようなお互いの交流はして来ていません。
この夜、この共に集ったこの夜が、Bangaloreの仲間たちの未来へのさらなる
交流につながる架け橋の始まりになりますように願わずにはいられません。
2014年5月のインターナショナルＩＰＴＮコミュニティーでは、
距離が遠いとか近いとかに関わらず、それぞれにもっとたくさんの架け橋が
かかる良い年になりますように！！

With Love,
Juergen Schoo
IPTN President 訳 吉野朱実
Translated by: Hiroko

親愛的一人一故事劇場朋友，
寫這封信時，我仍然沉浸在最近與各一人一故事劇場國際網絡委員於印度班加羅
爾的經驗之中。我們共同度過了四個充實的日子，商討我們為這個國際社群能做

Escrevo para vocês trazendo a minha experiência em
Bangalore, na Índia, onde tive uma reunião com os outros
membros da diretoria da IPTN. Passamos 4 dias muito intensos
juntos, discutindo o nosso trabalho para a comunidade
internacional do Playback Theatre. O encontro cara-a-cara nos
ajudou a encontrar novas energias. Juntos, fizemos uma
revisão da visão da IPTN. Identificamos quais palavras
representam o principal papel da IPTN e as adicionamos no
novo texto da nossa visão, que é o seguinte:
“A IPTN oferece uma plataforma global independente,
inclusiva, que fortalece a prática do Playback Theatre
através de conexões e influências mútuas.”
Depois disso, também analisamos os papéis e as atribuições
dentro da diretoria da IPTN e deixamos claro quais funções são
essenciais para o futuro da organização. Além do Presidente,
Secretário e Tesoureiro, identificamos como os papéis mais
importantes os de:
Contato do Interplay;
Relações Públicas;
Website/Marketing;
e Desenvolvimento Empresarial/Serviços dos Associados.
Diferentes membros da diretoria ficarão responsáveis por cada
papel. Nesta edição do Interplay, os diretores se apresentarão
e contarão para vocês sobre suas novas funções.
Enquanto isso, viramos notícia em Bangalore. Uma matéria no
Deccan Herald, o principal jornal da cidade, anunciou:
―Construindo pontes através do Playback Theatre‖. Veja a
matéria sobre a reunião da diretoria da IPTN aqui:
http://www.deccanherald.com/content/363895/building-bridgesthrough-playback-theatre.html
Através da iniciativa na nossa ex-vide presidente, Bev Hosking,
e da Cymbeline Buhler, pudemos nos encontrar com três
companhias de Playback indianas estabelecidas em Bangalore:
Yours Truly Theatre, Script People‘s Theatre e Jeevika. Até
então estas companhias nunca tinham se encontrado para
trocar experiências sobre o Playback Theatre. Espero que o
tempo que passamos juntos tenha sido apenas o começo da
construção de pontes em Bangalore, proporcionando mais
trocas no futuro!
Que 2014 seja um ano de mais pontes dentro da comunidade
internacional do Playback Theatre, não importa se pontes de
longa-distância ou simplesmente dentro de uma comunidade!
Com carinho,
Juergen Schoo
Presidente da IPTN
Translated by Sheila Donio

http://www.deccanherald.com/content/363895/building-bridgesthrough-playback-theatre.html
因著國際網絡的前副主席賀貝芙（Bev Hosking）及布茜玲（Cymbeline

的事情。能夠見面商談，給予我們不少的新動力：我們一起重新思考了國際網絡

Buhler）的提議及聯繫，我們有幸能與班加羅爾三個一人一故事劇團相聚，包

的視野及方向，找出代表國際網絡的主要角色的字眼，並確保這些詞語並加進我

括：*真誠劇團（Yours Truly Theatre）, 文本人劇團（Script People‘s Thea-

一人一故事劇場國際網絡透過聯繫和互相交
流，為強化一人一故事劇場的實踐，提供一個獨立及共融的全球平台。
們新的遠景聲明之中：

tre） 以及柔情似水劇團（Jeevika）。在這之前，他們三個團之間並不認識，
也未有分享過他們在一人一故事劇場的經驗，我們希望，那個晚上能為班加羅

這之後，我們重新審視委員會裡各人的職責及工作，並釐清了這些職位對國際網

爾建立了一道橋樑，通往日後更多的交流！

絡的未來發展的優次，除了主席、秘書及司庫外，我們亦定立了以下的主要職

祈願2014年在國際的一人一故事劇場社群之間，不論遠近，均有更多橋樑接

位：

通！

期刊Interplay聯絡

祝好！
岳剛

公共關係
網站／市場推廣

以及

一人一故事劇場國際網絡主席

業務發展／會員服務

*各印度劇團之譯名只為翻譯根據劇團名稱字面意譯，並不是劇團的真實中文

每一個委員會成員均有自己職務，而本期的Interplay各位委員將會介紹自己及其

團名。

職務。
此外，我們在班加羅爾還登上了報紙的頭條：班加爾的主要日報DECCAN HERALD的一篇文章以「透過一人一故事劇場建立橋樑」為題，介紹是次的國際網絡
委員會會議及探訪，你可瀏覽以下網址重溫報道（只有英文版本）：
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Translated by: Michele Chung, Hong Kong
翻譯：鍾勵君（小貓），香港

Special Issue
Issue—
—
Playback Theatre, Trauma
and related applications

Co
Co--edited
by
Patrick Seyler
with
Shirley Legum
Paul McIsaac &
Olga Sanachina

Manifesting a Dream
From Buckden to Moscow
Patrick Seyler
This is not an analytical article (1). It is the story that motivated me to arduously work on this Interplay issue on Playback Theatre and Trauma.

Our stories matter—The beginning of this story takes us to a small village fifty miles north of London, England, the site of Buckden Towers, an ecclesiastic palace built in the 12th century that housed Catherine of Aragon at the beginning of her exile in 1533. The old tall walls
surrounding the property seem to demarcate time and space. There, one can feel the passage of time and the shadows of past and recent
dwellers. Spaces widely open, fresh sweet air, expansive ancient trees, ornamental, fruit and vegetable gardens all inspire and satisfy the
open soul. This is where Shirley Legum and Olga Sanachina met.
During early August of 2012, eighteen playbackers from eleven different countries and three trainers came together for that year‘s Leadership Graduate Course. It was electrifying. From the beginning to the end of the three-weeks gathering, there was excitement and a sense of
shared commitment. As it happens in extended Playback trainings, old friends met and new relations developed. Olga and Shirley identified with each other at many levels and they talked, played and danced their way to friendship. Not surprisingly, they began to dream
about taking Playback Theatre (PT) all over the world and the formation of an international PT company that would respond to emergencies.
Dreaming...Acting—During the training, it became increasingly clear to Olga that indeed, her motherland has been suffering collective
trauma for years! On the other hand, she also recognized that ―Playback Theatre is relatively new in Russia. We have emphasized artistry
but have not really explore the social dimensions of our work‖ (2). Considering Shirley‘s experience in the use of PT in trauma situations,
Olga proposed to her to combine their efforts in spreading PT internationally by working together on a project in Russia that would address collective trauma. Being who they are, Olga and Shirley lost no time in visioning what could happen, planning and manifesting this
vision.
The project would simply have three components: trainings, special events and performances. Special events were to include international
Skype sessions and discussions. Considering the need to build trust among participants and the range of the training, it was decided to
conduct two training sessions in Moscow during the first half of 2013. The process would be repeated in St. Petersburg during 2014.
Soon after her return to Moscow, Olga started sharing the idea and organizing the events. This is what Shirley wrote to a friend, soon after
returning to Israel from the first training she led in Moscow: ―We laughed, cried, got angry, connected, danced, sang and did a lot of thinking and listening ..Twenty-five actors came representing eight Playback Theatre companies... As a group they were deep, motivated, committed, observant, not wanting any bullshit‖ (2).
Thinking about this project, the question that Olga and Shirley raised was:
As a Playback Theatre company, how do we prepare to listen, contain and act social trauma situations and stories?
Answers to that question form the content of Shirley Legums enclosed article, Living with Trauma, Living with Playback: Application of
Lessons Learned (see front page).
Challenges— As is common at international trainings, Shirley and Olga were faced with the challenges of interpretation and building trust
among playbackers coming from different companies. At a moment, they hit an impasse due to what the group came to recognize as the
scars left in society by institutionalized distrust in Russia. Using theatre games, PT and conversing helped in recognizing the issues, processing difficulties and overcoming obstacles. One day, as Shirley was taking notes in preparation for the next day‘s activities, a woman
said to her ―Be careful, if the authorities find out that you have those notes, who knows what might happen to you!‖. This obviously reflects a mind set as well as the reality people still live with.
continued next page
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Manifesting a Dream

Patrick Seyler

Olga expresses her hopes. ―I think that PT helps people to build a sense of community, to realize that they‘re not alone with their problems
and feelings. In Russia this work is important because the fibre of our communities has been destroyed and continues to be so. For example, the legislature recently passed a law prohibiting large public gatherings. This is part of our lives. It‘s not common in Russia for people
to build communities. We are quite a lonely people in Russia and it doesn‘t seem that we can do much about it. That‘s why I‘m hopeful
that PT can become very popular in Russia, because it has the quality of creating a sense of community‖ (2).
Playback Theatre at Golicyno—After the two trainings, a performance for seniors that were between the ages of seven and fourteen during
World War II, was conducted at a social center called "Golicyno" in the suburbs of Moscow. Olga reports, ―We heard and played back
many stories about the war. This is a collective trauma that is very present in the lives of these seniors. The powerful presence of those
painful memories became evident in this performance. We were very careful with each of the stories and used the notion of the trauma
aspects that Shirley (Legum) gave us. For example, the ‗trauma source‘: the pain is still very much alive. Some members in the audience
were crying. There were also stories about the joys of youth and about their lives now, caring for grandchildren. Right after a story, we
spontaneously sang the chorus of "Moscow Nights". Singing had a really positive effect, giving them warmth and a sense of community.
For next projects we must learn songs of that time‖ (3).
As you can see, this is an unfolding story. Two women met at a Leadership Graduate Course in Buckden, England, sparkling in each other
the impetus to share and to give life. They had a grand vision and using their resources, adventured to start with a project in Moscow, Russia. It‘s a beautiful thing to see dreams manifest and have a ripple effect!
(1) It is the result of an interview conducted via Skype on May 18, 2013 from my home in Kennett Square, PA, USA. Olga and Shirley were in
Moscow, Russia. The interview was recorded by fellow playbacker Tim Reagan from the Sidwell School, Washington, DC.
(2) All quotes came from the aforementioned interview.
(3) E-mail from Olga Sanachina dated July 24 2013.

=====
Born in Argentina and living in the US for the last twenty-five years, Patrick Seyler is a co-founder of Yes...AND Playback Theatre based in Kennett Square, PA. In 2012 he graduated from the UK School of Playback Theatre. Patrick runs a business in interior design; holds a Masters in
Divinity and has been a community organizer, a trainer and a teacher for over forty years. patrickseyler@yesandplayback.org

Enacting Traumatic Experience
Pamela Freeman
In this account, Philadelphia-based practitioner Pamela Freeman writes about her broad experiences within contexts
of trauma and how she was moved to apply her vast Playback Theatre experience in a strategic response to the devastation of Hurricane Katrina; she considers the sensitive nature of working post trauma.
I have been working as a therapist for over 25 years, with most of my work centered in some way around the issues of trauma. I
initially became interested in trauma early on when working in Africa in the 1980‘s. Many of the women and girls I worked with had
been abused, physically, or sexually and there was little available resources for them, and at the time I had little training in the area
of trauma. When I came back to the USA, I availed myself of trainings, mentors and on the job training to enhance my skills working with trauma based populations. Much of my work in Philadelphia and abroad has involved domestic violence, sexual assault,
sexual abuse, sexual trafficking of women, the raping of women by soldiers in war torn countries, and dealing with victims and their
families being shot and stabbed in their neighborhoods in Philadelphia. In working with children adolescents and adults I helped
them regulate and develop tools help them deal with their triggers, flash backs, broken bodies, dreams, and belongings, and assisting them in getting back to some sort of ―normalcy‖.
When 9/11 occurred, I was unable to be part of the Playback actors who went to New York to playback the stories of the first responders. But when Hurricane Katrina happened, I felt moved as an African American, to get actively involved. I then organized,
fundraised, trained and brought to New Orleans a People of Color team, along with Jonathan Fox , with the assistance of Annelies Fox , the director of NOLA Playback in New Orleans, providing local support and assistance. We worked in a school, church,
and a community arts center. Since then I‘ve provided training on trauma in Taiwan.
Defining Trauma
Trauma is the experience of enduring a highly stressful event(s) that is/are beyond the individual‘s capacity to cope and that impair
the individual‘s sense of well being. This can include physical trauma, emotional trauma, and/or environmental trauma, such as
natural disasters and losing loved ones, property, personal belongs, pets and community.
Disasters are often unexpected, sudden, and overwhelming. In some cases, there are no outwardly visible signs of physical injury,
but there is a serious emotional injury, nonetheless.
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) can develop following a traumatic event that threats one‘s safety or makes one feel helpless. PTSD is most commonly associated with battled scarred soldiers.
PTSD is a response of normal people to an abnormal situation, one that is so overwhelming and frightening that one‘s sense of
safety and trust are shattered. The only difference between people who go on to develop PTSD after a trauma and those who do
not is how one copes with the trauma.
continued next page
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Enacting Traumatic Experience

by Pamela Freeman (from previous page)

What Happens
Shock and denial are typical responses to traumatic events and disasters, especially after the event. Initial shock reactions vary
from one person to another. There is not one standard pattern of reaction to the extreme stress of traumatic experiences. Reactions
change over time. Some who have suffered are energized initially by the event, which helps them with the challenge of coping only
to become discouraged or depressed later. Others have delayed reactions, sometime months or even years later. Some have adverse effects for a long period of time, while others recover rather quickly. Anniversaries of the event such as one month or one
year can trigger upsetting memories of the traumatic event. These triggers may be accompanied by fears it might happen again.

Symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Following a traumatic event, almost everyone experiences at least some of systems of PTSD. It‘s very common to have bad
dreams, to feel fearful or numb, and find it difficult to stop thinking about what happened. For most, these symptoms are short-lived.
They may last for several days or weeks, but they gradually lift.
However, when one has PTSD, these symptoms don‘t decrease. In fact one may feel worse. For some, the symptoms may take
weeks, months or even years to develop. Symptoms may arise suddenly, or come and go over time. Sometimes symptoms seemingly appear out of the blue. At other times, they are triggered by something that reminds one of the original traumatic events, such
as a noise, an image, certain words, or a smell. For example, heavy rain may evoke memories of a hurricane experience. These
stress symptoms can severely impact upon one‘s quality of living. Indeed, such emotional distress can make physical and economic rebuilding difficult. While everyone experiences PTSD differently, there are three main types of symptoms:

Three main types of symptoms of PTSD
Re-experiences the traumatic event

Avoidance and emotional numbing

Increased arousal

Intrusive upsetting memories of the
event

Avoiding activities, places, thoughts or
feelings that remind one of the trauma

Difficulty falling or staying asleep

Flashbacks (acting or feeling as if the
event is happening again)

Inability to remember important aspects of the trauma

Nightmares (either of the event or of
other frightening things)

Loss of interest in activities and life in
general

Hyper-vigilance (sensitive to sounds, on
constant ‗red alert‘)

Feelings of intense distress when
reminded of the trauma

Feeling detached from others and
emotionally numb

Feeling jumpy and easily startled

Intense physical reactions of the event
( e.g. pounding heart , rapid breathing,
nausea. muscle tension sweating)

Lose tract of time (daydream, space
out)

Irritably or outburst of anger
Difficulty concentrating

Sense of a limited future (one can‘t
expect to live a normal life span, get
married, have a career)

Other common symptoms of PTSD
Anger and irritability
Depression and hopelessness
Feeling alienated and alone
Headaches, stomach problems, chest pains
Difficulty with relationships (can‘t maintain, or tolerate)
Problems with boundaries
(don‘t let people get to close or stay back too far)
Homelessness

Guilt, shame, or self-blame
Suicidal thoughts and feelings
Feelings of mistrust and betrayal
Fatigue
Unable to be sexual
Issues of addiction
(abuse of drugs, alcohol, sex, food, work, nicotine)

Factors which affect the length of time required for recovery
The degree of intensity and loss - events that last longer and pose a greater threat, and where loss of life or substantial loss of
property is involved, often take longer to resolve.
A person‘s general ability to cope with emotionally challenging situations - Individuals who have handled other difficult stressful
circumstances may find it easier to cope with the trauma.
Other stressful events preceding the traumatic experience - Individuals faced with other emotionally situations, such as serious
health problems or family-related difficulties may have more intense reactions to the new stressful event and need more time to
recover.
continued next page
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by Pamela Freeman

Steps in Healing
Be patient with emotional states
Seek out support
Avoid alcohol and drugs
Establish or reestablish healthy routines
Seek professional help

Helpers (rescue workers, police, health providers, social workers)
Those who work or interact with survivors can develop secondary trauma called Vicarious Traumatization.
This process happens because one cares about other people who have been hurt, killed, lost loved ones, property, etc., and feels
committed or responsible to helping them. Over time, this process can lead to change in one‘s psychological, physical and spiritual
wellbeing.
Vicarious traumatization is an ongoing process of change that results from witnessing or learning about other people‘s suffering and
needs. When one identifies with the pain of people who have endured terrible things, it can bring grief, fear, and despair into one‘s
own awareness and experience. One‘s commitment and sense of responsibility can lead to high expectations and, eventually, contribute to feelings of being burdened, overwhelmed and hopeless.
Helpers need to take breaks, realize they cannot save the world, and can only do as much as they can do. In fact, vicarious trauma
can be brought on by watching vivid images of Haiti or New Orleans on television day after day.

Playback Theatre
The latest research on trauma shows that creativity is vital for the ability of people to work through their trauma and PTSD. Good
Playback provides an excellent way for individuals to bear witness and process the trauma. Trauma can have long term effects on
individuals, families and communities with psychological and somatically based fears, as part of generationally induced trauma,
whether that trauma occurred through slavery, holocaust, wars, natural disasters, losing one land, or losing one‘s childhood through
sexual violence. Playback, while not therapy, provides public witnessing and support which can aid in healing.
Playback can be an excellent tool in helping individuals heal when actors are well trained and there is safety. Safety, among other
things, requires actors to have done their own work during rehearsals. Playing back their own stories, prepares actors to hear difficult stories and it gives them an opportunity to learn ways to prevent being traumatized by what they hear. Using Playback Theatre
in dealing with actors‘ own trauma can also help in developing the necessary skills and creativity that actors will need to reflect
trauma-related stories in ways that will not re-traumatize the teller or traumatize the audience.
====

Pamela Freeman is a psychotherapist in Philadelphia and a long time social activist in peace and social justice. She is co-founder of Playback
for Change in Philadelphia. A graduate of the School of Playback Theatre she is currently Vice President of the Board of Directors of the Centre for Playback Theatre

Living with Trauma, Living with Playback
Shirley Legum

Feature Article (continued from page 1)
Situations and Considerations
Besides public performances where trauma stories may always come up, specific communities that have suffered traumatic experiences, may gather to share their stories: the elderly, bereaved parents, families with cancer are but a few examples. A third
scenario are communities and groups of individuals in places and situations where traumatic events are or have taken place such
as natural disasters, war, shelters, hospitals attending wounded soldiers, etc.
Going into any kind of performance where we might expect trauma stories, there are a few things that we, as playbackers need to
consider,
The community's closeness—How intimate are persons with each other? Will they feel secure to share? Can they trust their
community to be able to contain a traumatic story? How safe may a teller feel in this audience?
The purpose for which the audience comes together—Why and how did they gather? Recognizing the causes, actors and
conductor will discern how to most adequately play back the traumatic story in terms of depth and safety.
The teller‘s emotional and mental state—Keeping in mind the emotional comfort of the teller and the audience we might ask,
how collected or overwhelmed is the teller by the story? How close or far removed are participants from the traumatic experience? This information will guide us in how to play back the story so that it won't re-traumatize the teller nor overwhelm the
audience.
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Actors‘ and ensemble‘s readiness—How well prepared are your actors for this kind of a story? If actors are unprepared they
might make fun of it; they can overdramatize or literally, freeze on the stage; a situation that would create embarrassment
or mistrust and make everybody feel uncomfortable.
Relationship between the story and the social background and/or issues of the community—Feelings and stories that follow
will provide important information to discern red thread(s).
The theatrical space—Where the performance is held will tell us how to act. Acting at a theatre, a shelter or the street will
determine many aspects of the delivery.
Balance—Ultimately, the theatrical challenge is to maintain the balance between containing the stories by getting in touch
with their deep content and respecting events with all their limitations.

Public Performances
Traumatic stories are unexpected stories. Often, when they come up during a public performance, people in the audience feel
embarrassed, anxious and even resistant to the teller and the story. Many audience members might have just come to be entertained and now, they find themselves dealing with something that assumes a level of intimacy that is usually absent in public
events.
Once, when stories about relationships and travel where told, a woman who knew that hers would be the last story of the performance, shared that on her birthday, she woke to find her husband dead next to her. As the teller, she was informative rather
than speaking about her emotions, demonstrating that she was still in shock. In other words, still protecting herself from grieving
and fully coming to terms with her loss; a healthy and appropriate self-protective mechanism that prevents her from collapsing
and calls for the utmost respect on our part. As witnessing actors we need to be sensitive to where people are at and careful
about enacting something that is emotionally beyond what the teller is prepared to watch.
Towards the end of any performance, actors need to get in ―sending‖ or
―bridging‖ mode. Audience members will soon be leaving the theatrical imaginative space to re-enter the real world. This becomes an opportunity for the ensemble to provide material that will ease the transition. When a traumatic story
comes up ending a performance, the conductor can ask, for instance in the case
at hand, for a nice memory that the teller shared with her husband. The conductor can also ask about her possible or existing participation in support systems
such as her family, friends, community of faith or therapy group. It will always be
significant for tellers and audiences alike to transition back into the world with life
-giving resources such as strength and hope that they came equipped with, during a Playback performance.
In terms of acting, in situations like this one, it makes sense to use forms such
as, ―Talking Heads‖ or ―Corridors‖ that are short monologues without having to
choose characters or enacting the event. These forms allow deep connections to
thoughts and emotions, to prayers and songs that help heal the heart and relieve
the weight of the trauma rather than overwhelm the audience.

many audience members
might have just come to
be entertained and now
find themselves dealing
with a level of intimacy
that is usually absent in
public events

Trauma Affinity Groups
Traumatic situations and events do not only affect individuals but families and entire communities. There are people for whom
trauma is part of their lives. These individuals come together around particular traumatic conditions such as, illnesses or traumatic situations such as, war and natural disasters. Hospital waiting rooms, social agencies or shelters are some of the gathering places where they might share their journeys of loss and hope, and experience some empathy. In turn, giving their shared
traumatic stories to actors that play them back to them as individuals and a group, becomes meaningful and even, transformational.
In these cases, tellers and audiences will usually want -and are able- to watch the stories enacted more fully, choose characters, see relationships and be prepared to witness separations, including death (1). Nevertheless, it is always important to ask if
the traumatic story is being told for the first time and if it has not, to inquire about what would be significant for the teller to see.
Furthermore, in situations like these, it is important for the conductor to choose tellers that have not had a chance to share. As it
often happens in groups dealing with loss, some individuals tell and retell their stories clinging to them, while being unable to
accept any comfort or listen to others‘ accounts. This is one reason why PT is so important among these communities.
Many times, conflictive social issues are part of these traumatic stories. A person may express his opposition to the authorities
and all its services, other social classes, ethnic or political groups, for example. Being mistreated or ignored by the authorities
will raise feelings of anger, and helplessness, pain and frustration. It is important for the actors to always honor tellers by acting
these social concerns, rather than ―sweeping them under the rug‖. If there is someone in the audience who represents the authorities, it might be important to also give that person a voice, since this will usually show the complexity of the issues and the
challenges that authorities face to resourcefully handle the situation.
continued next page
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Turbulent Times
Then, there are wars and natural disasters. When speaking of the latter, PT will usually be used during the aftermath of traumatic events, such as Katrina in New Orleans. In many cases, natural disasters are followed by the ‗human disaster‘ that corruption and neglect can bring. In the case of war, the traumatic event is ongoing and the wounds run for generations to come
(2).
During the Lebanon war, we traveled several times to Northern Israel to perform in shelters. Cases like these are quite different
from the two situations aforementioned. The level of the community's intimacy is high, as they live together and grow to depend
on one another for mental and physical support. There is usually no stage area to perform. Our work takes place between matrices and food and children running around, while air raid alarms go on and off; people are coming and going, talking on the
phone… and under those circumstances, the task is to bring them together to sit and share their stories. On the other hand, as
it often happens, people are thrilled and thankful for our arrival. Gathering around us, they help get things organized. Many
times, we begin interacting by just playing games or singing around a theme to create rapport and then, ask for stories. People
are eager to tell and will share rather easily. Children will often ask to act the stories with us and we invite them to do so. During one of our visits to Northern Israel, I remember a child whom shared a dream expressing tremendous fear. We played the
dream ―as is‖ rather than using some abstract form, more apt for adults. Trying to be very available and clear, we referred to
known metaphors, using children tales and characters while singing and dancing. The goal was to touch real emotions while
maintaining a distance from the source of trauma to protect the victims.
In the process, it became obvious that under the circumstances, the trust and vulnerability shared required something beyond
our witnessing as performers. The witnessing needed to accompany the community, if only for a few hours, providing energy
and hope. We needed to distract our hosts as well as ourselves, for we all feared getting hit by a rocket .

Notes on Trauma Readiness
Traumatic stories might come up in all kinds of settings and we need to be ready as individuals and ensembles. For each of the
three situations considered, there are many theatrical methods that can be used. For instance, knowing when to use narrative
or movement or witnessing silence could make a huge difference in our performing. Training in these theatrical applications will
be important for any company; but particularly, for those that feel a special call to do trauma work.
To do it, I do not think is necessary to be therapists. To be ‗trauma ready‘, however, actors need to become familiar with this
type of stories by working with them during rehearsals. Such practice might encourage the ensemble to be open to such stories,
during rehearsals and performances alike. When a playback troupe is about to perform before a community that suffers from
alcoholism, for example; a number of rehearsals ought to be dedicated to the topic. There, each actor shares a story or feeling
the specific subject brings up and the troupe listens and acts them; thus, becoming familiar with each other‘s emotions. This
way, during performances, actors are less likely to feel blocked or alone and with mutual support and trust, have the creative
freedom to actively listen and play back.
When I try to recall the most important stories in my almost ten years of PT practice, I remember traumatic stories. They are the
ones that have most deeply touched me; I would even say, they have changed me. These stories have such power because
they can become the most intimate of stories, the most humanly revealing. In short, they are a tremendous gift, offering the
unique opportunity for actors and audience alike to experience deeply, real human contact.
Remembering and telling the truth about terrible events are prerequisites both for the restoration of
the social order and for the healing of individual victims.
Judith Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery
====
Reference
Herman, Judith Lewis (1997) Trauma and Recovery: The aftermath of Violence. Basic Books; New Ed edition
====
Footnote
(1) There are different ways to portrait death that are not re-traumatizing
(2) Violence comes in many different ways including ―speech control‖; words that could not be mentioned or heard in real life, must be made
relevant by actors during the performance. Some other times, it might be most appropriate to use movement, since it can open stories to what is
happening in the world at life‘s higher rhythms.

====
Acknowledgement—Patrick Seyler of Yes…AND PT for linguistic support for the writing of this article.
For the last ten years, Shirley Legum has been a member of ―Play-Life‖ (Aviva Apple‘s company) in Tel Aviv, Israel, averaging a hundred
performances per year. She is a professional theatre actor and a Playback Theatre leader and teacher. Shirley has degrees in Dramatic Arts
from the University of California, Berkeley; Dance Therapy from the University of Haifa and Group Therapy from the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. During 2012, Shirley completed her graduation from the Centre of Playback in Buckden, England. Currently, Shirley continues
her education studying Psychotherapy at Adler Institute, Israel. Contact at :shir.legum@gmail.com
/ Website: www.shyrlysart.com
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A letter from Russia
By Olga Sanachina
This issue has come about due to the efforts of Patrick Seyler from Yes and Playback Theatre in
USA, with support from Shirley Legum (Isreal), Olga Sanachina (Russia) and Paul Mc Isaac
(USA). Patrick, Paul and Shirley also contribute articles in the issue. Olga has also been very
busy keeping the international playback theatre network informed through facebook. This piece
is an excerpt from one of her letters sometime after the Leadership Training in 2012 reporting on
her engagement and experience as part of an international playback theatre community focusing
on Playback and Trauma.

Dear colleagues,
After the 2012 Leadership Shirley Legum (Israel) - pictured on left, and I (Russia) - pictured on right, discussed some collaboration as we both belong to societies in which experiences trauma are common. I also discussed the idea with my colleague
Yuriy Zhurin and we started to work with our company at the Center of Interactive Theatre ―SuJet‖. Together we planned a
range of initiates: two workshops (by Shirley Legum); Skype contact with colleagues from different countries about using
playback with communities with experiences of trauma; and projects in our different communities. We identified many issues
including:

Issues Identified
What is Trauma – personal and social Trauma?
What is a traumatic story in Playback?
Why do tellers tell traumatic stories in Playback?
What do tellers need?
Are they in Traumatic situation at that time or it is
just the story?
How to tell the difference?
Is Playback a safe setting for such stories?

What is the fine line between Playback and therapy in
relation to such stories?
How can a safe setting can be created for such stories?
How to act them on stage, how to use and relate to the
playbacker's experience and background when meeting such stories?
What kind of preparation is needed to deal with
Trauma for the conductor, actors the community itself?

Through Skype we heard about work with: children after earthquake in Italy; communities in Palestine‘s villages; communities
after New Orleans's hurricane; and about a September 11 event in NY. I would like to thank Anna-Liese Fox (USA, New Orleans), Paul Mclsaac (USA, NY), Davide Motta (Italy), Ben Rivers (Israel-Palestine), who shared with us there unique experience. The event was like a mind opener, stimulating our playback community for future projects in Russia. We felt ourselves
part of a bigger playback family.

Olga Sanachina

COLLECTIVE TRAUMA: PLAYBACK RESPONDS
Training Event May 15, 2014 in Boston, Mass. USA
When disaster, whether natural or human-made, strikes a community, we often have a strong impulse to offer Playback Theatre to those
who have been affected, but perhaps not know how. Responding constructively to collective trauma takes special skills and preparation. In
the Centre for Playback Theatre’s workshop for experienced Playback practitioners, May 15 to 18, 2014 in Boston, Mass., USA, participants
will explore how to approach trauma stories in the wake of disaster. The workshop, led by senior CPT faculty Pamela Freeman and Jo
Salas, will include topics such as relationship-building within the community prior to offering performances, and enacting individual stories
with awareness and safety.
The nonresidential workshop will be informed by the events and consequences of the Boston Marathon bombing. It will include a panel
presentation from individuals who were affected. Participants will also
take a guided walk to visit some of the areas affected by the bombing.
Participants are required to have taken Core Training and have at
least one year of active practice in a Playback Theatre company. To
apply, please write a few sentences about your interest in this workshop and your Playback background.
For more information, visit

www.playbackcentre.org
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PLAYBACK THEATRE AND CULTURAL GENOCIDE
S. Cyril Alexander
Reporting on the work of Sterling PT in the period after the assassination of Child Balachandran, S Cyril Alexander outlines the lengths to which his company had to go to secure government sanction for a memorial performance for the TamilNadu community in Chennai. With a focus on healing and emotional recovery in their community, the group experiences the unexpected acknowledgement by police of the efficacy of their work in supporting
people at a time of significant traumatisation.

On the fine morning of March 16, 2013, we started the day quite anxious. We did not know whether the week of encounters we
faced, running pillar to post between police stations, the Police Commissioner‘s Office and places to present, would allow us to adequately prepare for a most challenging performance. Our company, Sterling Playback Theatre, had organized a Playback Theatre
(PT) event in memoriam of Child Balachandran, (2) a young boy who was brutally killed by the Sri Lankan Army. The context:
thousands of dead children who had fallen victims to genocidal violence.
I remember how things evolved. We had decided to hold a performance, right after a perfectly ordinary training; but things would
not stay calm and simple for long. The students‘ revolt in Tamil Nadu (3) made the public aware and stirred up the discussion on the
unjustifiable silence over genocide in Sri Lanka. The escalating students‘ uprising resulted in closure of schools and colleges in the
entire State. The government of Tamil Nadu made every attempt at breaking the students‘ spirit but the students did not subside until
the regional party, the DMK, had withdrawn its support to the Union Government headed by Congress.
Under such circumstances, the Government and Law Enforcing Authorities speculated that a PT performance would be ―an explosive, ready to blow‖. To make things worse, those in charge of the venue, that had been booked for a month, shared the authorities‘
fear. Without a police permit they would not offer the space nor would they refund our deposit.
We proceeded getting the written permit. Andrew Sesuraj, one of our members taking the responsibility of running through bureaucratic halls, was asked to meet the Intelligence Section in the Chennai Police Commissioner‘s Office to get the permit! When the
application was submitted, they summoned us to produce a script. When we said, PT is a spontaneous art, they did not heed. While
our lawyer Adal Arasu was getting ready to file a suit at the Madras High Court requesting the permit, the police came back to us
asking for more details on the participants, the story, the performers etc. We provided as much information as we could, but we were
kept in the dark till the very last day. On the day of the performance, we prepared ourselves under the constant watch of intelligence
agents.
The law enforcing authorities also wanted to know the name of political leaders who might be attending the event. At the moment,
there were a good number of political campaigns going on the streets, throughout the State of Tamil Nadu. I wanted to keep our art
form as art and not use it for any political campaigning. Some of our friends suggested that the performance should be held at the
venues where hunger strikes and demonstrations against the genocide and killing of Child Balachandran, were being held; but Sterling Playback Theatre Company strongly stood its ground. We were there for the healing of the people, emotionally affected by
genocide. We had felt identified with those victims and wanted to alleviate their pain.
To have the greatest healing impact in the community, we invited the public to come as families. We insisted on that and in deed, the
event turned out to be a family affair. Many came with loved ones in search of consolation and solidarity. The audience‘s participation was high and many people were touched by the performance. This happened in spite of the confusion produced by shifting the
venue and the schedule, since we only got the police permit at the very last minute.
To recall a few of the stories narrated by the audience:
A fearful father shared showed a photograph of his 12-year-old son who resembles the slain Balachandran. Whenever his son
is beyond his view, he starts searching for him, fearing something bad will happen to his son. He exclaimed, ―how can people
be so brutal to small children!‖
A young women getting ready her Civil Service exam in New Delhi, shared her meeting with her guidance counselor, who
called Tamils ‗sentimental idiots‘. For many people outside Tamil Nadu, the issue of Sri Lankan Tamils and their human
rights is a problem of sentimentality! ―When there are riots and killings in North Indian states, we rise up to the occasion and
share our condemnation. But when the same happens to Tamils and when we rise up for our own survival we are called sentimental idiots!‖, shared the sobbing teller with a feeling of being lost.
―When I came to know of the visit of Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapakshe to Tirupathi Balaji Temple just a hundred
kilometers from Chennai, I wanted to become a human bomb and kill him‖, shared another participant who further said, he
wanted ―to live to work for the rightful entitlements of Tamils.‖
Another participant shared his anger questioning whether TamilNadu is still part of India. ―When the people of TamilNadu
were voicing against the genocide in Sri Lanka, the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and Ms. Sonia Gandhi were hosting
dinner to the Sri Lankan President with a red carpet welcome. How can a country betray its citizens to shake hands with the
neighbours. Should TamilNadu still be part of India?‖ The teller shared his conflict with the audience.
When two fishermen were killed by Italian Marines in Kerala waters, the Prime Minister and the Foreign Affairs Minister,
fought tooth and nail to bring them before Indian courts. On the other hand, the Sri Lankan Navy has killed more than 600
fishermen and incapacitated many over the last few years and still the Indian Government calls its Sri Lankan counterpart, a
‗friendly neighbor‘.
continued next page
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―If the Sri Lankan Government that is culpable of genocide is a friendly neighbor to my country and its leaders ―who am I?‖, questioned another teller who shared his conflict with the audience.
As the conductor, I had the responsibility to safeguard my team and the tellers from the fragile situation. However, I could not control the sharing of strong feelings, nor the unfurling of stories and that, made me anxious. It was difficult when my teller was sharing
his emotions and desire of becoming a human bomb, because of the presence of intelligence agents in the audience. Similarly, when
questions such as, ―Is Tamil Nadu part of India?‖ or ―If genocidal Sri Lanka is a friendly neighbor, who am I?‖ were narrated and
then enacted, I was struggling to keep my cool, as it was about the unity of India.
However, once more, PT proved to be a trustworthy tool for change and healing. With its capacity to bring people together within a
supportive space, stories with intense emotions were smoothly shared, before an increasingly empathic audience. No adverse outcome resulted from it. This was made evident when, the person from the intelligence wing of the police, understanding the impact
that the performance had on the audience, came to me and extended his arms and said ―the performance was great and if you have
any problems in the future to conduct a performance; please, contact me. I‘ll help you.‖
At the time of the performance the entire state of Tamil Nadu was boiling with emotions on being betrayed by the Union Government of India. The entire performance was filled with conflicting emotions. Strong feelings of frustration and disappointment were
directed to the mainstream media; especially, the English media, which had been playing blank on the issues concerning the Tamils
in the country. When there was not much space to express the concerns along with the families in the pains and losses of the victims
of the genocide, PT came to provide a platform. It allowed for people to come together and talk, getting connected with the pains and
feelings of fellow human beings. Witnessing participants during the performance provided them with a healing touch and a deep
sense of solidarity
The actors felt satisfied and proud about making a statement using PT, regarding the terrible issue of genocide. They also felt that the
performance had been a historical marker for us, as a company. Mr. Selvakumar, one of our actors who traveled for eight hours to
reach the performance‘s location, shared his satisfaction of being able to make a mark in the lives of so many people affected by the
genocide.
These reflections, led us to acknowledge the practice of genocide across the globe and throughout the history. To name just a few
cases:









It is impossible to determine exactly how many natives were present in the Americas before the arrival of Christopher Columbus. Some scholars number the population anywhere from 8 to 112 million. Today, the population of Native Americans is
widely scattered, and many tribes and ancient customs have been lost forever.
Since ancient times, Jews have been persecuted by different nations. The mass murder of six million Jews during Nazi Germany (1941-45) is well documented.
In 1909 the Australian government instituted a policy of removing Aboriginal children from their parents. Historians debate
whether this constituted genocide at all. Finally, in 2008 the Australian government proffered a formal apology to the ―stolen
generation.‖
During the 1990‘s, when the Soviet Union began splintering into republics, intense ethnic tensions developed and entire
populations were displaced.
In the newly-formed Bosnia, over twenty thousands Bosnian Muslims and Serbs died as a result of an ―ethnic cleansing‖
campaign that included executions, fires, rapes and even public beheadings.
In Laos, the government in collaboration with Vietnam, has been accused of committing genocide against the Hmong. Out of
a population of 400,000; 100,000 have been killed
Recently, during the Indonesian occupation, approximately 19,000 people have been killed. In addition, 84,200 deaths have
occurred of hunger and illness; the result of the Indonesian military use of "starvation as a weapon to exterminate the East
Timorese‖. Estimates of deaths during the occupation ranges between 60,000 and 200,000 (4).
The point is that genocide has happened, continues to happen and will
happen again, if the world community doesn‘t rise up against it. Today, when one looks back at the
history of genocide across the globe
and compares it to the situation in
Sri Lanka, loud alarms should go
off. Take all the genocides throughout history and you will find that all
the genocidal methodologies used
in the past, have been combined and
practiced against the ethnic Tamils
in Sri Lanka (5).
continued next page
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Members of Sterling Playback Theatre

With this impactful awareness, the PT performance helped people to come together, express their anger and pool conflicting feelings, share their pain and support one another. In addition, it was an important event as it moved people to have a greater sense of
solidarity in their continued efforts to restore their lives and rights, towards the next level of uprising.
Six months later, the people of Tamil Nadu are still putting up a lonely fight against the government of India that continues to support the Sri Lankan genocidal authorities. Right now, Comrade Thiyagu, a Tamil National Activist is on his 15 th day of fasting unto
death demanding that The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) (6) should not be held in the soil of genocide
or that India‘s Prime Minister cancels his participation in the international event. Fortunately, Canada has extended its support to the
advocacy of Tamil Nationals against the genocide in Sri Lanka.
Without a doubt, PT is an effective tool for the healing of distressed communities. Now, there is probably no greater stressor
than knowing that someone wants you and your loved ones, your neighbors and your friends, dead. Especially, when that someone has the power to actually wipe you off the face of the Earth. Under these circumstances, PT could be used not only to help
communities to heal from stress, but to empower those communities in facing their oppressors, in their common struggle for
their legitimate rights and natural justice. In other words, PT can be used to help traumatized people in preparing for positive
actions and non-violence resistance and that is powerful.
===
Footnotes
(1) Author‘s Note: The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka is an island in the Indian Ocean, located southeast of India. The island is
populated by two ethnic groups: the Sinhalese majority and the Tamil minority. A twenty-five year civil war between them came to a close in
May 2009. The war was an insurgency against the Sri Lankan government by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE, or Tamil Tigers), a
separatist militant organization. Although the fighting has ceased, more than 70,000 people have died and hundreds of thousands are left internally displaced. The government and LTTE both have been accused of human rights violations including abduction, conscription and use of
child soldiers, indiscriminate shelling of civilian villages, the use of human shields, torture, and gender-based violence. Not all Tamils identify
with the LTTE nor support its tactics. Source: www.worldwithoutgenocide.org
(2) To view pictures of the performance visit, https://www.facebook.com/sterling.playbacktheatre
(3) Tamil Nadu is a state of India located in southeast India, across from the island of Sri Lanka.
(4) http://listverse.com/2013/05/03/10-atrocious-genocides-in-human-history/
(5) Report of the Secretary General‘s Panel of Experts on Accountability in Sri Lanka - http://www.un.org/News/dh/infocus/Sri_Lanka/
POE_Report_Full.pdf
(6) The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) is held every two years to enable leaders of Commonwealth countries to
come together to discuss global and Commonwealth issues, and to decide on collective policies and initiatives. This year, CHOGM is taking
place in Sri Lanka, the first time an Asian country is hosting the summit in 24 years.

____________________
Cyril Alexander is a 2002 Leadership Graduate of the School of Playback Theatre, New York, USA. He is the director of Sterling PT, a company from Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India with over forty active members. Sterling has developed into a School of PT instructing over a hundred
students per year in basic, intermediate and advanced levels. An experienced documentary director and social researcher, Cyril holds degrees
in Social Work, NGO‘s Management, Human Rights Management, Education and Computer Education. He is at present, the President of the
Professional Social Workers Association (India). cyril@mactindia.org
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PLAYBACK THEATRE, CULTURAL RESISTANCE AND
THE LIMITS OF TRAUMA DISCOURSE (1)
Ben Rivers

In this paper, Ben Rivers reports on his practice with Playback Theatre through the Freedom Bus initiative and
considers the way in which a bio-medical model approach to trauma response through Playback Theatre places
the practitioner at risk of obfuscating pertinent economic and political determinants of psychosocial distress of
those participating. His analysis offers what he calls a holistic framework for practice based on emancipatory
outcomes.

Others need to know the truth. You‘re telling a wider audience that unjust situations do not
happen to nameless people. They actually happen to human beings with names and lives and
emotions - people with flesh and blood. They‘re not just a number, or a story in a newscast or
on a website. Through Playback Theatre the audience can see the reality. This helps them to
understand the injustice, which in turn contributes towards lifting the injustice. For how can
you end injustice if you don‘t understand what injustice does? Or how can you end injustice if
you don‘t feel what injustice does?
Sa‘ed Abu-Hijleh, Nablus, Occupied Palestine (2)

On 12th January 2012 The Freedom Theatre held a Playback Theatre performance for ex-political prisoners in Jenin Refugee Camp.
Loai (2) who had been imprisoned for his involvement in the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) came forward to
share the following testimony:
Psychological torture was the worst aspect of those 3 years in jail. One time they put me in solitary confinement
for 10 days. While I was there, they tried tricking me into thinking my mother and sister had been killed, that
my father had been seriously injured and that our home had been demolished. They showed me fabricated images of the funeral – photographs of coffins draped with the Palestinian flag. I remember going completely
numb. I couldn‘t feel anything. This was their way of trying to break my spirit.
On the conductor‘s cue, two young male actors, Ahmed Roch and Faisal Abu Alheja, stepped onto the small black-box stage. Using
sparse language together with movement, gesture and songs of resistance, they improvised a simple yet highly charged enactment of
their friend‘s account. The audience watched, spellbound… That night, over a cup of tea, Loai spoke to me about his experience of the
performance:
It was difficult to share my story … I wondered how people would react. Perhaps they would not believe me.
They might think that I had exaggerated certain parts. Nonetheless, I wanted people to hear. I hoped that sharing my experience would lift some of its weight … Later, after telling my story, I felt a sense of distance between the prison experience and myself. This was something new that I had not felt before. Also, after the
performance many people came up to me, wanting to connect. This meant a lot to me …
Loai‘s decision to tell was fraught with tensions. Not only was he navigating difficult personal terrain. He was also choosing to affront
an implicit social contract that requires Palestinian political prisoners to remain stoic and silent about experiences of torture and humiliation. Interestingly though, when revealing his primary motivation for speaking, Loai stated that he shared his story in order to
prepare others in the audience who might later encounter a similar fate. In other words, his main impetus was characterized by a social
and political objective rather than a singular desire for personal relief.
Sensitivity to these ―dynamics of intention‖ is of central importance if we are to fully comprehend the meaning a teller attributes to
their story. In a context where people are experiencing ongoing political violence, there is certainly a desire to release the tensions that
accumulate under these conditions. At the same time, the Palestinian predicament cannot be described as ―post-traumatic‖. The suffering and oppression that Palestinians experience is current, ongoing and rooted in over 65 years of state-sponsored attempts to dispossess and degrade the Palestinian body politic. Against this backdrop, the teller speaks not only for personal salvation – they speak with
political intent – with the knowledge that ―trauma‖ can never be healed until the systemic roots of political violence (manifested as
settler colonialism, military occupation and structural apartheid) have been fully dismantled. The remainder of this article will explore
the overlapping psychosocial and political imperatives that characterize Playback Theatre events in Palestine. In particular, The Freedom Theatre‘s Freedom Bus (3) initiative will be presented as a form of cultural resistance that simultaneously enhances certain factors
that minimize the risk of traumatic impact arising from political violence.
continued next page
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THE LIMITS OF TRAUMA DISCOURSE
Ben Rivers
from previous page

TRAUMA DISCOURSE
The therapeutically oriented practitioner who works with violated communities is often quick to impose a ―trauma discourse‖ - a particular view that tends towards a parochial, apolitical and bio-medical model of assessment and intervention. Through this discourse,
the sociopolitical factors that frame psychosocial distress are ignored or dismissed in favor of a highly psychologized and deficitoriented depiction of oppressed people. For example, one non-Palestinian colleague – a clinical psychologist and Playback practitioner
- had this to say about our use of Playback Theatre in Palestine:
In your articles there are examples of the stories people told during the performances. When I read them I evaluated them as traumatic stories and the states of tellers as traumatic states. I think that Playback Theatre performances are not enough for them to find a good way for living. To my mind they need psychotherapy and
medical treatment. I think that playback performances as they are done in the classical way can provide new
trauma for those who were not traumatized before and can support re-traumatization for those who were traumatized. If they tell stories about "good" aspects of life (not about the traumatic events) it can be [a sign]
of avoidance behavior (4).
The sentiments expressed here are not indicative of fringe elements within the Playback Theatre or broader psychotherapeutic community. Indeed, this commentator presents a view that pervades the agenda of a global trauma industry that uncritically beds itself in areas
of conflict, upheaval and disaster. According to the discourse of this industry, anyone who has experienced political violence is probably traumatized and in need of professional psychotherapeutic and/or psychiatric support.
Over the past decade however, researchers have challenged this line of thinking with a far more nuanced perspective
(Papadopoulos, 2012; Veronese, Castiglioni, Barola, Said, 2012; Wessells, 2008). Studies show that some people do of course develop
symptoms that correspond to the diagnostic criteria of PTSD. However, many others respond with forms of ―normal human suffering‖ (i.e. non-pathological states) or without being adversely affected at all. Still others are found to actually develop certain positive
qualities in response to adversity – a phenomenon known as ―adversity activated development‖ (Papadopoulos, 2012). The difference
in response is largely attributed to the presence or absence of certain protective factors. For example, it has been shown that survivors
of political violence who interpret their experience through a strong ideological framework are far less likely to develop symptoms of
trauma (Harris, 2009; Gilligan, 2006). In the Palestinian context it has been found that people who are actively engaged in some form
of popular struggle are less at risk of developing psychopathology than those who are politically disengaged (Veronese, Castiglioni, el
Kawaja, Said, 2013). The presence of enduring community bonds, family networks and internal resources are also recognized as protective factors that can ameliorate the risk of psychological harm resulting from political violence.

ENHANCING PROTECTIVE FACTORS
Playback Theatre with its inbuilt potential for consciousness raising, meaning-making and community mobilization, holds promising
possibilities for the reinforcement of certain protective factors. When a teller shares their account and sees it enacted within a communal setting, the teller is able to establish a sense of coherence around their experience – especially where their story is framed within the
broader context of civil resistance. Indeed, far from being (re)traumatized by hearing stories of violence and oppression, many Palestinians relate to these accounts as a reminder to remain samud (steadfast) in their struggle for basic survival and eventual justice. The
following statements reflect the political imperative of personal stories shared during Playback events in Palestine:
In one event, my grandmother told a story about the time when she was grazing her sheep near the settlement. Some settlers came and attacked her … She still bears the scars even though this happened 6 years ago … Although the settlers
came as a group, my grandmother tried to defend herself with her stick and by calling out for support – trying to attract
the attention of other people from the village … I believe she shared this story because she wanted people to know that
even if you are old and even if the settlers attack, we can still defend our land. It's our land and we will defend it. – Hussein, South Hebron Hills (2).
When I heard these stories it gave me motivation to take action. When you feel the injustice and when you feel the determination of the people, then you get inspired to go out and participate. – Intesar, South Hebron Hills (2).
Israel controls us – our water and electricity - and every other aspect of our life. However, they don‘t control our mind.
Even though our lives are very hard, we continue to live - we continue to resist. And even though they build walls between us, we find ways to go under the wall and over the wall. This was the message of my story - that we must continue
to connect and work together. – Sawsan, South Hebron Hills (2).

THE FREEDOM BUS
The stories referred to in this article were all shared during Playback Theatre events that occurred as part of The Freedom Theatre‘s
Freedom Bus initiative. The Freedom Bus represents one attempt to embed Playback within a community-based approach to
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psychosocial health promotion that acknowledges and
embraces the fundamental necessity of concurrent political engagement (Rivers, 2013b). Since December 2011,
the Freedom Bus has engaged thousands of Palestinians
and people from abroad in cultural actions that address
Israel‘s various violations of international humanitarian
law. Freedom Bus events occur in villages, towns, refugee camps and Bedouin communities throughout Occupied Palestine. We partner with village cooperatives,
popular struggle committees and grassroots organizations to hold ―solidarity stays‖ and ―freedom
rides‖. These multi-day events involve home-stays,
voluntary work, protective presence activity, educational
talks, interactive seminars, political actions, Hakawati
(traditional storytelling), live music and Playback Theatre. Central to our approach is the establishment of ongoing, long-term partnerships. Partnering communities
contribute to the planning and delivery of events, thus
enabling the initiative to remain responsive to local need
and cultural considerations.

PSYCHOLOGICAL BENEFITS
The Freedom Bus initiative acknowledges and utilizes the psychotherapeutic capacity of Playback Theatre. Indeed, event participants
commonly report the following forms of psychological benefit (Rivers, 2013a; 2013b):
Strengthening fortitude: As noted above, the Playback event can become a vehicle for the transmission of certain values, attitudes, strategies and narratives that counter the oppressor‘s attempts to systematically humiliate and degrade the oppressed
community. Playback Theatre as a form of cultural resistance thus operates as a simultaneous inoculation against the risk of
traumatisation.
Empathic joining: The supportive and empathic response of actors and audience members provides the teller with a sense of
being joined in their predicament and struggle. This experience of ―solidarity‖ helps to relieve feelings of isolation.
Emotional release: The act of sharing one‘s story and seeing it performed can help to relieve the psychological pressure that
accumulates in response to various sociopolitical stressors. In particular, many tellers comment upon the significance of the
actor‘s ability to give full expression to the emotional dimension of their story.
Distance and perspective: The experience of witnessing the enactment of one‘s story can produce an empowering sense of
distance. The resultant shift in perspective allows for the occurrence of personal, social and political insights that were previously undeveloped or inaccessible.
The psychotherapeutic outcomes of Playback as mentioned here, are not unique to the Palestinian context. However, these features do
assume a distinct nature when contextual dynamics are taken into account. For example, as the following quote suggests, a teller‘s
experience of being ―empathically joined‖ can be directly linked to certain political objectives:
I wanted the audience and actors to feel my pain, to join in my experience, to stand in my shoes. I hoped
this would make me feel less alone … I hoped this sense of being joined would give me power to continue
in our struggle against the occupation. – Hamudi, Nabi Saleh (2).

INTERACTIVE SOCIAL DOMAIN
The actual form of the Freedom Bus initiative also holds relevance to our investigation of Playback Theatre as a type of psychosocial
intervention. The following two features bear special consideration:
Immersion: Freedom Bus events typically occur over several days. Participants are invited to stay in the ―host community‖
and join in various social, cultural and work-related activities. This immersive experience provides actors and non-local participants with a first-hand and visceral understanding of the events and contextual factors that appear in many Playback stories. Community members also report that the multi-day nature of events generates a quality of interaction and support that
cannot be established in more fleeting encounters.
Cohesion: Israel has successfully instituted a multitude of tactics to isolate and divide Palestinian communities from one another. The physical infrastructure of roadblocks, checkpoints, settler-only roads, surveillance systems and military zones –
not to mention the Apartheid Wall, is reinforced by a highly restrictive permit system that inhibits contact between various
sections of the Palestinian population. As stated by Rivers (2013b), ―in a society where valued protective factors include support from extended family, participation in civil society structures, and meaning gained from the fulfillment of various social
roles (Veronese, Castiglioni, Barola and Said, 2012) the psychosocial impact of Israel‘s divisive policies requires significant
emphasis‖. Initiatives such as the Freedom Bus challenge geopolitical fragmentation by facilitating events that foster ongoing
contact and cooperation between various geographic regions.
Continued next page
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As one participant suggests, Playback Theatre can also enhance intra-community cohesion: You open a space for people
to share their stories and to communicate with each other. In this way theatre is helping to break down the barriers between people.
In the above section I have emphasized the importance of relational factors, or what Salas (1999) refers to as the ―interactive social
domain‖ of Playback Theatre. The Freedom Bus model extends our traditional understanding of this domain through the inclusion of
multi-day residential stays and jointly organized activities such as voluntary work, interactive seminars and direct action.

CONCLUSION
The bio-medical model of trauma response proclaims political neutrality and frames psychopathology as a condition that can be overcome through adequate medical and psychotherapeutic treatment. Playback practitioners who subscribe to this model may find themselves participating in an industry that obfuscates the economic and political determinants of psychosocial distress. The Freedom Bus
initiative provides an example for applied theatre practitioners and community workers who are interested in developing holistic interventions that pursue emancipatory objectives on a multitude of levels.
===
Footnotes
(1) Medico International (one of the project donors) has asked been given permission to also publish the Interplay article on their website.
(2) Quotes from Palestinian participants of Playback Theatre events were gathered by myself via in-depth interviews conducted between
January 2012 and October 2013. The names used are the actual names of the interviewee. Permission to quote was granted by the interviewee.
(3) The Freedom Theatre's Freedom Bus initiative uses Playback Theatre and cultural activism to bear witness, raise awareness and
build alliance throughout occupied Palestine and beyond.
(4) Personal correspondence, name withheld, August 2013

=====
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BEFORE YOU SAW A HILL HERE; NOW YOU SEE THE OCEAN
How Playback Theatre serves communities in crisis
Kayo Munakata
Playback AZ, Tokyo
In this piece, Kayo Munakata from Japan speaks about her company‘s involvement in Social Change projects; first presented as a
speech within the Asian Playback Theatre Gathering in Taiwan in 2011. In the speech, she focuses on two essential factors for successful social change projects— preparation and knowledge, she presents how she and her colleagues deepened their knowledge as they
prepared to undertake a project entitled: 3.11; a response to a devastating earthquake, which triggered a Tsunami and resulted in significant radiation issues.
Hello everyone. I am Kayo Munakata from Japan. It is a great honor to be a speaker today. Since I was very little I have been
always fascinated by something new, something I do not know, something unexpected. So it is very exciting to see many unfamiliar faces. Of course I am very happy to see many friends who I met at the Asian Playback Theatre Gathering.
Today I want to share my company‘s involvement with Social Change. I will focus on two essential factors for successful social
change projects. These two are Preparation and Knowledge. I will present to you how we prepared and how we deepened our
knowledge for the 3.11 project—the big earthquake, Tsunami and the radiation issues which followed 3.11.
My company—Playback AZ— was founded in 1994. For these 18 years, we have had 10 members on average. In our early years
none of us had a social service background. One day in 1998, we were invited to perform about human rights; discrimination. And
it was our first experience to face a social problem in Japan as a company. The Stories we acted raised our awareness and
knowledge of human rights.
A woman told a story
When she was a little child she drew a banana at school.
The banana was black, not yellow.
Other children made fun of her.
Since her family was very poor, her mother could get only discounted old black bananas.
So, for her, bananas were black.
When she thought of bananas they were always black
Story after story, we became more aware of human rights issues. Performance after performance, our knowledge of human rights was deepened.

3.11

the local people are
not familiar with
PT and could not
trust us. They were
afraid of improvising theatre which
might bring retraumatizing

As you may know on 11 March 2011, we had a series of natural disasters.
The great east Japan earthquake
The Tsunami
And the most serious and difficult problem of radioactive contamination.
Many of us had been touched by the sight of so many devastated people in Tohoku. At that time, we asked ourselves. ―What are
we going to do?‖ Can playback help them? Yes, of course! We were sure. We can provide a support no less important than food
and water. Telling the story can be a key step towards recovery. We want to give any citizen a chance to tell their story.
But there were lots of challenges. As a matter of fact, we struggled for more than a year till this idea came true. We had struggled
to bring in two essential factors for this project. Preparation – network, fundraising, personnel, rehearsal and Knowledge – self
examination, a deep awareness of our consciousness and emotions, information about natural disasters, the background the and
current situation.

Preparation Involved four phases: networking, fundraising, personnel, rehearsal
Networking— We needed a local partner. Do we know anyone in Tohoku? Do we have any connections? Who to call? Who to
send a message to? Who to visit? We needed someone who can help us organize. In a few months, we found several PT friends
who had some connection to Tohoku. They agreed with our idea, got excited, and we shared our dream. We waited and waited
for the good news in vain. Six months had passed. One year had passed. Still nothing happened. It was because the local peopl e
are not familiar with PT and could not trust us. They were afraid of improvising theatre which might bring re-traumatizing. The verbal explanation was not effective. Presentation documents brought nothing. Pictures and movies were not good enough. So we
changed our direction to go. We gave up the idea of visiting Tohoku. Instead we decided to offer fundraising performances for this
project in our area. We offered PT performances for volunteers who came back from Tohoku.
Volunteers told stories about their experience, how they cared or people in Tohoku. Social workers told stories how they felt responsible for helping them. A man told a story realizing he could not ―save‖ them, he could only do as much he could do. And
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one day in the audience there was a man who belongs to Caritas Japan, the Catholic bishops‘ Conference of Japan. He was so
moved and he introduced us to a leader who works for Caritas Kamaishi base camp.
Finally we had found our local partner. They offered to organize our Kamaishi visits.

Fund raising— Nothing will be possible without the support of others. We wondered if there was anyone willing to make a financial
contribution. We organized several fund raising performances. We asked for donations in every performance we did. In the last
world conference in Frankfurt, the total donation was over 170,000 yen. PT friends in London had a fundraising performance for
us and sent a big amount of money to us. We created T-shirts and other things to sell for fundraising. Total amount by the end of
October 2012 was about one million yen. And 40% of this came from abroad.

Personnel— We had to examine ourselves. Who can take several days off from our daily lives? It was not so easy because we
were busy with our daily obligations. It was not so easy because we had to leave our families. And how many days—in the least—
are needed to offer PT in Tohoku? Some of us could manage, and others could not.

Rehearsal—There were serious questions in front of us. Are we ready to enact stories of trauma? Are we mature enough? Can
we take an equal risk in performing as the teller does in telling? Are we aware of our own denial and over identification? In order
to prepare for these things we told our own traumatic stories in our rehearsals. One of the efforts we focused on was about avoiding re-traumatization. We tried to play back scenes of earthquake, tsunami, and radiation in many ways. How much, how long,
how strong should be enacted. There were questions about quality and amount. Of course we searched for the variation of using
scarves, and music.

Knowledge involved three aspects: trauma, natural disaster, people in Tohoku
Trauma – First of all what we needed was a knowledge about trauma. We learned about trauma caused by nature disaster especially. Losing loved ones, losing property, losing community.

Natural disaster – Then we learned about the 3.11 natural disaster. We checked articles, pictures and movies about Tohoku in
every media.
//Earthquake: What happened at schools, at offices, at restaurants, and at homes.
//Tsunami: How soon it came after that earthquake? How big, how strong,
//Radiation: What problem does it bring; nausea, vomiting, headache, some loss of white blood cells. Is it safe or dangerous in the
area they live?
One of the ways get knowledge was listening and playing back a story such as one told during our special performance with Jonathan where a young woman who survived told a story. Her questions were: Can I remain healthy? Can I be a mother?

People in Tohoku – Learning about the unique characteristics of Tohoku people was very important. They are known as quiet
people with few words. They are too shy to show their emotion. In addition they are the most patient people in Japan. These factors mean that it will be very difficult to invite them to be a teller. No one might raise a hand. Still we could not give up. We strongly
believed that those stories should be told:
Feelings of mistrust.
Difficulty with relationship
Addictions like abuse of alcohol.
We knew someone could have suicidal thoughts and feeling.
If these stories could not be told, the community will be affected very negatively. PT is one way that such stories can begin to
come out. Our first step was to offer a space in which participants might eel safe enough to tell their stories.

Tour to Kamaishi involved four steps: warmup, show, cool down, follow-up
It took 18 months till we felt we were prepared enough. Finally four of us visited Kamaishi for three days and we offered four
shows.
Warming up – We traveled together. It takes more than 5 hours to get Kamaishi from Yokohama. We took the Shinkansen bullet
train and then changed for local trains. Traveling together was good for team building, connecting. When we arrived we had a
meeting with Caritas leaders and checked the spaces. Of course we shared our feelings verbally and through PT within the company.
Show – We performed 4 shows in one trip. Two performances were for organization staffs and volunteers who were visiting there.
The other two were for people who live in temporary housing facilities. Many people who live in those temporary housing facilities
had lost interest in life. Many activities and services had been offered, but they still had a sense of a limited future. It was very
lucky that we were supported by Caritas base camp staff. They had worked for many months and there were a family feeling
among them. I believe this trust was one of the factors in our success. We planned the first show very carefully so that we would
not threaten them. We took time and slowed down the process in order to create conditions for safety. There were some workshop activities before show: physical warm ups, sharing in groups of three about memories of the season, food, activity like school
excursions (school excursions are typical autumn activities). They were very happy to talk about themselves in small groups. We
could see their smiling faces.
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The show began with Fluid sculptures; how was the physical stretch? And so on. Then stories about their childhood told by an old
woman. A story about school excursion. Mothers used to make big rice balls for their lunch. A friend of the teller dropped her rice
ball and she lost all her lunch. So the teller shared her rice ball. She gave half of it.
It was just a small story
But it apparently reflected their sudden tragedy and a spirit of friendship and of supporting one another. Ordinary stories of everyday life, a remembered childhood food, brought connection. Even small stories revealed the human world and they found a way
to recover.
The next story was told by one of the volunteer staff. He lived in western part of Japan and saw the television on that day. He worried about his close friend who lived in Tohoku area. It took more than a week to confirm his friend was alive.
When I asked who had the next story, one old woman began to tell her story in her seat. It was obvious the last story triggered her
memories of the disaster. From her attitude, her face, I felt that this would be a big story. As a conductor I decided to let her speak
from audience area so that we can act it out in some narrative short forms like tableau, three parts, or narrative V. I felt it might be
too frightening and overwhelming to play it back as a story. When she finished, the actors decided to play it back as narrative V.
While we were acting, at the climax of the story, the teller suddenly began to sob. Not only the teller but also many audience
members were sobbing. After the enactment she commented that she could remember the important things. She said now she
could feel her real emotion, now she can have tears. Hearing a story of friends who have experienced the same life-threatening
disaster helped them to have a cathartic experience. After this narrative V, almost all the participants voiced their experiences in
their seats. A story brought up stories for others. Suddenly they started to tell stories and to show their emotion. It was a moving
moment. We felt we were able to make them feel safe enough to tell difficult stories.
Sharing and Closure were important elements in the 3.11 project.. We saved 30 minutes for sharing, again in groups of three.
They shared their own stories and their feelings. Then we change the room so that volunteer staff could serve tea, coffee and
snacks. Then we said goodbye and saw them to the door thanking everyone for coming. Their faces were shining. Their eyes had
tears of appreciation. They told us how relieved they were after seeing their stories played back. One of the leaders of Caritas
base camp told me that now he could trust PT. Now he did not have doubts of re-traumatizing by PT.
Cool down— We had time and space for ourselves so that we also could debrief. Sharing how we felt after enacting those hard
and difficult stories; Having a cup of tea together to relax; Having dinner together to enjoy; Having a visit to spa to keep our body
and spirit healthy.
Follow-up system— We left the camp but we knew the volunteer staff would continue their service of people in need including if
necessary referring them to the mental health professional who was assigned to do follow-up with audience members if they
needed help after.

Future
Typical stories of tragedy in Japan are stories of feeling guilty to be alive. A woman told a story:
She experienced the big earth quake at her office. There were lots of works and tasks should be done by 5 o‘clock but she
decided to leave office because she was afraid of Tsunami. She knew what would happen next. She asked her colleagues to
run away together, but they said no. After several days, she heard about the death of colleagues. Since then she has been
blamed herself every minute of her life. I should have told them again and again. I should have forced them to leave the office.
If I had persuaded them one more time, they might change mind. I feel so guilty that I am alive and they are dead.
We also met stories of affirming good things in life. Even if we are surrounded by difficulties, we can still celebrate what we have.
A different woman told a story:
Every time she noticed the season change, she thought of her wardrobe. And then she realized she had lost all of it. When
she complained about this to her husband, he said to her: You can imagine a castle deep in the sea where a beautiful princess
lives. One day she saw beautiful clothes, rings, earrings and necklaces coming. She did not know why they came but she kept
these for her. Her life totally changed with these treasures. So, why don‘t you imagine this beautiful and happy princess with
your valuables? I have you and you have me after this tragedy. Don‘t you think we are happy enough?
So, I love playback theatre. How can we bring it to more and more people in Tohoku? How can we let more stories be told? I believe PT is effective to provide our society with a positive way to learn from past and look to the future. This is just the beginning.
We will find our wisdom about the future of this world through stories we are going to listen.
===
th

Kayo is a founder-director of Playback AZ, now in its 20 year.
Founded in 1994, Playback AZ is the most prominent playback
theatre company in Japan. They produce over 30 performances a
year for a wide variety of social causes and venues. They are often
invited by schools, government, and corporations for training and
performances. In 2003, they successfully hosted the IPTN world
conference. A co-founder of the School of Playback Theatre Japan
with Jonathan in 1998, Kayo is a core faculty member and teaches
playback theatre internationally. She is the author of Introduction
of Playback Theatre, the first book written in Japanese.

Kayo (second left, front
row) and PLAYBACK
AZ are pictured here
with some delegates of
the Frankfurt Congress
where some of the
money for the 3. 11
Project was gifted.
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NOLA Playback Theatre &
UnPerforming Disaster in New Orleans
Anne-Liese Juge Fox
Anne-Liese Juge Fox shares her experience of responding to events in her own neighbourhood after Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans in 2005. She uses the essay to draw particular attention to the way in which playback acts to open up a space to juxtapose lives before
and after catastrophic events and explores how ‗survival enactments‘ might shore up hope and contribute to resilience and endurance.

A little over seven months after the ‘levee breaks’ disaster of August 2005 and two months into the life of our company, NOLA Playback
Theatre performed at a popular New Orleans theatre festival celebrating its thirteenth year called Dramarama. I was still living out of our
emergency trailer fifty miles north of our flooded home with my husband, toddler, baby, two rescued cats and the contents of our attic.
New Orleans had just celebrated Mardi Gras a couple of weeks before, despite it all. There was a determination at this first Dramarama
since the storm to preserve its signature celebratory flair of years past. I opened the event by asking for a show of hands as to who was
back in their homes and who was still living out of a FEMA trailer or somewhere else. Most of the room was still displaced but did not
seem eager to talk about it. As we began to do some Playback, audience members shared how stressed out they felt and used comedic
metaphors that the ensemble spiritedly picked up in their enactments. A young African American woman named Ashley shared a story of
how her family car had hit a typical New Orleans pothole and how difficult and terrible her life had become since. She spoke of her
“happy pre-pothole life” and how her “post-pothole life” was nothing but hassle, headache, and frustration. The teller, the ensemble, and
the audience all enjoyed our complicity in playing back the story of Ashley’s car hitting the pothole that also playfully spoke to our preKatrina and post-Katrina lives: all without ever having to actually talk about the disaster. Ashley’s story was a “light” story at a “light”
event. But what significance does this lightness bear in the context of a performance event where most of the people in the room are still
displaced from their homes in a city in the thrall of disaster aftermath? In New Orleans, no matter where we performed the first few
years, trauma was always in the room. Applied Theatre scholar James Thompson writes that in the context of extreme crisis “hedonism is
a bunker” (page 2).
The effects and enduring impact of prolonged displacement of so many New Orleanians over a period of months and years is indescribable. Eighty percent of the city of New Orleans was several feet under water. It was months before our schools re-opened and businesses
began their slow return to the city. Eight years after the disaster, our tourist areas are stronger than ever while many of our residential
neighborhoods and crucial urban resources have yet to be restored. The personal loss in terms of property, health, family, community,
and hope cannot be measured. We lost our world and in the fallout our elders perished in the months following the disaster and health
complications from the stress and lack of resources increased. We all had to suddenly make survival decisions with little to no resources or
information.
While I was evacuated with my family in our emergency trailer I formed NOLA Playback Theatre with the help of Paul McIsaac (Playback
NYC), Pamela Freeman with Sarah Halley (Philadelphia Playback for Change), Jonathan Fox and Nan Crawford (Pacific Playback Theatre).
All of these individuals as well as the Centre for Payback Theatre made deep commitments to mentor me and offer ongoing training for
NPT company members to support the formation of our company and our ongoing work in New Orleans.
Playback founder Jonathan Fox discusses in his article “Responding to Boston” in the June 2013 CPT Company Partners newsletter, the
very real, logistical challenges of bringing Playback to trauma victims. I believe NPT was able to respond in a way that was efficacious because we were comprised of a diverse group of New Orleanians, we shared stakes with our audiences, we knew the nuances and specifics
of our disaster, and we were there and able to maintain and sustain our efforts with our community partners over years. The sense of “we
-ness” that permeated the post-disaster period in New Orleans enabled NPT to forge strong alliances with community partners whose
administrative efforts and post-disaster funding enabled NPT to focus efforts on our quality of Playback practice rather than on the entire
burden of organizational logistics. Through our community partners we were able to extend our reach and develop long-term relationships that have lasted over years.
Playback’s invitation to share personal stories in public spaces is a powerful tool for individuals to identify as a community and bolster
ongoing struggle to overcome difficulty. At the same time, this invitation to represent survivor stories during crisis also holds an element
of danger: people are made more vulnerable in the context of enduring crisis and the ethical edges of representation are sharper and less
forgiving. And as in any powerful tool for social justice, for community building, or for recovery, if used inappropriately or in unintended
ways it can harm: a hammer is an excellent tool unless it smashes a bone instead of a nail.
Community based theater practitioner and scholar Jan Cohen-Cruz writes of the need to ground and assess community-based theater
projects through an appropriate fit of subject, venue, and audience. Where and when can personal stories during a time of crisis be best
supported? What do we chose to stage in our enactments? How do we represent and honor the unspeakable experience of catastrophe
without falling into neat resolutions that dishonor and do a disservice to the suffering? What aspect of catastrophe can we embody? Give
voice to? Question? How can Playback enactments hold a space for silence and stillness in face of the unspeakable and unrepresentable
horrors of catastrophe?
When I first started NPT, I anticipated that most people would be like myself: eager to talk about the horrible events and unload the painful baggage of loss. When we started our outreach performances I found that although there were many difficult stories of past and current disaster experience shared at Playback events, our audience participants were even more desirous to share stories about what was
pulling them through the experience of disaster and wished to express their gratitude for support and aspects and people in their lives
that had been “found” or restored. Children and teens in our youth outreach performances often told terrible stories of disaster experi
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ence as a sideline to the funny story they really wanted to tell. For example, in the oppressive environment of the newly re-opened Frederick Douglas High School in the fall of 2006 where armed national guardsmen checked us into the front door and the stark hallways
lacked light bulbs, a teenage girl wanted to share this funny thing that happened the year before while she was evacuated in Houston. In
the story her friend’s hairpiece fell off in front of a group of boys while they were waiting for the bus to take them home after school. A
little more backstory revealed that she had traveled alone with her little sister to Houston (also by bus) soon after the levee breaks at age
thirteen to live with an unknown relative. At that time she did not know whether or not her mother had survived the flood. We used a
“found object” puppet form of Playback for this story where our teller cast objects from the room to play people and elements of her
story (1). NPT players framed the story with her initial bus ride of evacuation where the teller’s puppet spoke to her fear and uncertainty.
A narrator provided transition to move into the second bus ride where NPT players gave much gusto to the hairpiece falling in the puddle:
this was accomplished through a cylindrical tube of sanitizing wipes where the wipe could “fall off”. The teller was in stitches all over
again seeing that funny moment played back for her. As much as it was important for us to play back that first bus ride of so much terrible uncertainty, it was perhaps even more efficacious to play back her own humor and resilience in finding something to crack-up about
while evacuated in Texas living with strangers. On a yet larger frame, it was important to share this “funny” story where all the teens in
the room laughed at the sanitizing wipe/hairpiece enactment in a moment where they were still in the middle of this difficult return to
New Orleans where nothing was the same.
Our teller’s hairpiece story evoked another story where a teenaged girl shared “I evacuated to ‘I don’t even want to know where’ in Texas
and nothing was funny at all.” We played back her fierce statement and that opened up a series of other offerings of “I hated Texas
evacuation” stories. The rounds of story-sharing our performance opened helped to make more visible to this community of newly returning high school students another layer that bound them: not only of horrible experience and current difficulty, but also of their shared
ability to laugh—even in terrible times.
Playback’s faculty to address the complexity of emotional experience and emphasize through enactments audience survival qualities of
resilience, endurance, persistence, gratitude, humor and hope is what I consider to be the most promising aspect of Playback practice to
respond to crisis and disaster for communities. PT practice grounded in affect that honors the teller’s own framing of their stories and
seeks to reveal the structures that support struggling communities participates actively in the restoration process. Carol Bebelle, cofounder and artistic director of our longtime community partner Ashé Cultural Arts Center in Central City New Orleans, speaks often of
the ability for art and culture to celebrate and unburden us from layers of hopelessness. Playback’s ability to insert breathtaking, aesthetic engagement with personal stories of trauma can bring out this joy Bebelle speaks of in order to temper despair, to displace suffering, to energize ongoing struggle, to critically sharpen communities’ visions for a better future, and to fuel our reserve of spirit.
In the context of crisis, Playback’s incredible expressive register to capture spaces outside of “unspeakable” horrific experience emphasizes the affective realm through our visual play, movement, voice and music. Playback enactments can avoid the well-known pitfalls of
realistic reenactments of the human body in pain and torture and can rather, together with our audiences, unperform catastrophe. In this
way Playback performance can bridge the chasm between our pre-disaster and post-disaster selves by affirming spaces outside of catastrophe, by affirming the community present, by explicitly showing the gaps and holes of our efforts to represent and remember disaster.
During the worst of a traumatic context, stories celebrating resilience and joy alongside difficulty do not erase or dishonor suffering, but
rather emphasize and assert life outside of misery. In this way Playback can canalize multiple visions of a world audiences wish to participate in.
For NOLA Playback Theatre, our multiple performances over the past seven and a half years have given the stage to an incredible range of
resilience, strength and hope in New Orleans. The conditions that put Gulf Coast residents at risk with coastal loss and cultural loss persist.
Our story is far from over. I feel incredibly honored to continue to do this work with NPT. It has been a way for me to come home and
actively love my city as we participate in the rebuilding of New Orleans one story at a time.
=====
Footnote
(1) Paul Mc Isaac shared this form of Playback with us
=====
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No Healing without Justice
Playback Theatre with War Victims in Afghanistan

1

Hjalmar Jorge Joffre-Eichhorn
In this paper, Hjalmar Jorge Joffre-Eichhorn reports on the integration of Playback Theatre in the Theatre and Transitional Justice project in
Afghanistan in which he also relies on techniques from Augusto Boal‘s Forum Theatre alongside adaptations of more traditional scripted
works such as AH 6905 by Northern Ireland‘s Dave Duggan to address consequences of injustices and trauma within War Affected territories
as part of the co-ordinated responses by the Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization.

Introduction
October 2008. 20 women, all widows, sit on the floor of a small and chilly office room in Afghanistan's capital Kabul. The only furniture are six chairs and a cloth tree full of beautifully colored Afghan fabric. The atmosphere is one of tense expectation. In a few
minutes the women will be invited to tell their stories as part of the country's first ever Playback Theatre (PT) performance. The
show starts and right from the initial question about their current state of being, multiple hands go up and tears start flowing: 'I am
scared.' 'I am angry.' 'I am sad.' The performers, themselves people who lost loved ones during the various conflicts, listen carefully and play back these painful emotions in a solemn yet highly artistic manner.
Perplexingly, half way into the performance, most of the women are still wearing the burqa, (sic) the full body veil that, at least for
many of us who have been socialized in the West, has come to symbolize the oppression of Afghan women. I, the conductor, am
beginning to feel a little intimidated by not being able to look into people's eyes. It is time for the first long story. Onc e again many
hands go up. But none of them come from underneath a burqa. The teller takes her seat on the teller's chair and shares the story
of her sister's wedding night, the most important day in the life of any Afghan, and how upon coming home after a beautiful party,
a devastating rocket attack destroyed not only her house but also killed her husband and her recently born baby girl, the latter
literally blown to pieces. Everyone cries. And then, to my astonishment, one by one, all the burqas come off and those who had so
far been silent begin to speak: 'I have a story'.
The rest of the performance was a tantalizing journey into the horrors of more than three decades of conflict, with every sin gle
sharing informed by the unspeakable pain, suffering and hardship that the experiences of violence, loss and forced displacement
had brought upon the tellers. Very quickly it became evident that the use of PT provided a safe and nourishing habitat for people
whose stories had hitherto been systematically suppressed by a group of ruthless warlords turned self-proclaimed democrats,
determined to impose a culture of impunity that would ensure that the truth of the past never be told. Using PT, the widows p resent fearlessly expressed their refusal to stay silent any longer. On the contrary, the women spoke truth to power and in the process started formulating a vision of a new, more peaceful and just Afghanistan, with those who suffered most at the core of th e
rebuilding efforts.

Background
The performance was part of a year-long Theatre and Transitional Justice (2) initiative combining the adaptation and production of
a scripted play from Northern Ireland (―AH 6905‖ by Dave Duggan), a number of Forum Theatre performances inspired by Augusto Boal's Theatre of the Oppressed as well as PT, in the form of a three-day introductory workshop, culminating with the aforementioned performance for a group of widows, members of two officially registered, but frequently feuding victims' associations in
Afghanistan's capital Kabul.
Since the original intro course, which was later followed by two core trainings (3), PT has become a regular and precious component in the activities of the Afghanistan Human Rights and Democracy Organization (AHRDO), an all-Afghan run communitybased theatre platform registered as a non-governmental organization (NGO) with the Afghan Ministry of Economy in January
2009 (4).
Since its inception, AHRDO has fast turned into one of Afghanistan's most trusted and innovative civil society organizations, having carried out hundreds of grassroots theatre events in different parts of the country, generally focusing on making theatre with
(as opposed to for) some of the most marginalized communities in Afghan society, like victims of war and the much oppressed
though by no means helpless women of Afghanistan.
PT has been instrumental to the success of AHRDO. More importantly, it has been a decisive tool in making sure the voices of the
victims of Afghanistan will forever reverberate in the country's official history, thereby contributing to the possibility of a future society fully conscious of its devastating past and hence better equipped to give life to a more humane way of living together in times
to come.

Three Case Studies of PT in Afghanistan
Since its emergence on the Afghan theatre of war, PT has been used for a number of different purposes, including more than fi ve
Theatre and Transitional Justice initiatives, three of which will be briefly described in the following paragraphs.
PT for the Documentation of Human Rights Abuses
One of the main applications for PT in Afghanistan is using the methodology to make a contribution to the documentation of
human rights abuses that occurred since 1978 (5). Working in collaboration with the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights
Commission (AIHRC), the underlying assumption of this endeavor is that while justice may not be politically feasible in the
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short term, seeking and acknowledging the truth about what happened is still vitally important and can help to break the cycle
of abuse. Moreover, given that two major documentations of war crimes in Afghanistan have failed to see the light of day and
considering the recent adoption of an amnesty law that provides amnesty for all those involved in the past decades of war, dozens of PT performances with victims of war in Kabul and other cities have provided for crucial opportunities for unofficial history
to make its way into the public realm. Interestingly, after the performances tellers often stressed that they favored PT over more
formal interviewing procedures due to its more intimate, human and respectful nature. In fact, many tellers described how they
had refused to tell their story during a formal interview, while they felt positively compelled to do so as part of the PT activities,
which, apart from the performances, always included a great deal of preparatory and follow-up work with regards to ensuring
maximum involvement and ownership by the audiences.
Infinite Incompleteness
Infinite Incompleteness is a documentary/verbatim theatre play developed by AHRDO in response to the deeply entrenched
culture of impunity in Afghanistan. It tells the true stories of ten Afghan women and men who have lost members of their families as a result of the various conflicts in Afghanistan over the past three decades.
For the development of the script, PT was used to invite Afghan victims from different parts of the country to share their experiences of war. Over the course of twenty performances, approximately 120 stories were told, ten of which were carefully selected, linguistically edited and arranged in a basic storyline that takes into consideration Afghanistan's ethnic and linguistic
diversity (the three main national languages are spoken by the characters during the performance), the different conflicts starting from 1978 up to the present, as well as the promotion of both male and female voices.
Infinite Incompleteness was performed with great success for large audiences in various parts of Afghanistan between 20102012. Besides, in November 2011, AHRDO performed the play in Washington DC and in New York City (6). Finally, the play
was recently translated into Japanese and will be produced by a local theatre company for a theatre conference in Tokyo in
December 2013.
PT Training in Rwanda
In July 2010, four members of AHRDO travelled to Rwanda to join a group of theatre practitioners from different parts of the
world to study the 1994 Rwandan Genocide (7) and learn about artistic responses to the genocide and its aftermath. As part of
the official activities, AHRDO shared their experience of PT with a number of Rwandan survivor organizations as well as
Mashirika, a local theatre collective. The workshop and performance participants described a deep appreciation for the methodology and a much needed encounter between people with similar experiences, unmediated by Westerners with their perceived biases and self-serving interests. Perhaps more importantly, through their sharing of PT, a group of Afghan activists
made a contribution to transforming the long held image of Afghans as perpetrators and victims of violence into an image of
Afghans as creative and empowering peace builders.

Lessons Learnt from PT in a Place of War
Working with PT in the context of everyday violence offers a unique opportunity to critically reflect on the use of PT in such a challenging environment. Is there a need to adapt the methodology and if yes, how? What conflict-specific factors do we as practitioners have to consider before, during and after the performance?
The following list, although still evolving, names some of the key lessons and emerging questions formulated by the AHRDO team
after more than sixty Playback performances in Afghanistan (8). It can be suspected that some of these lessons may also hold
true in other war-afflicted countries.
Pre-Performance Considerations
Knowing the Historical Context—Are we aware of some of the key events of the conflict? Do we know the key conflict parties?
What is our own (subconscious and/or ideological) view on the conflict? Are we conscious of conflict sensitive language?
Taking into Account the Timing and Distance of PT Intervention—How long after the violent event do we offer a PT performance
to an affected community? What difference does it make if the event happened one day, one week or one year ago? Do we perform inside the community where the violent event took place? How does the nature of the performance change if we perform
about the event in a different, not directly neighboring area, an adjacent town, the country's capital or for the (Afghan) diaspora
outside the country?
Inviting Audiences—How do we effectively communicate the nature of the PT event to an audience affected by violent conflict in
the time before the performance? How do we ensure that the audience has ownership of the event, including the organization of
the performance?
Being Aware of the Ethnic Composition of the Playback Group and Audience—What is the ethnic background of the performers
and the audience? Have the different ethnic groups in the room been at war at any time in the recent past? How might the audience be impacted by the presence of performers from an ethnic group traditionally perceived as enemy?
During the Performance Considerations
Recognizing the Importance of Not Telling—Do we as performers understand and appreciate that certain communities might
choose silence over telling?
Documenting/Inviting Traumatic Stories—How do we explicitly yet respectfully invite stories that we know will be incredibly painful
for the teller and everyone else present? How can the conductor guide the interview and make sure the performers have something concrete to work with while trying to ensure that the teller is not re-traumatized? How can we document the stories in order
to make a contribution to larger ongoing truth-telling efforts?
continued next page
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Respecting Privacy—How can we respect the privacy of the teller and some of the key people in the story? Are we able to ensure
confidentiality in an environment where tellers might fear violent repercussion for speaking out in public? How can the conductor
invite stories from audiences who are not willing to speak from a first person perspective?
Aesthetic Choices— Do we performers play back moments of extreme violence and if yes, how? What is the heart of the story in
accounts of unspeakable violence combined with lack of justice and ongoing security concerns?
Acknowledging Untold Stories—After the last story has been told, have we as conductors acknowledged the untold stories, all of
which will be informed by experiences of loss and indescribable violence? What other ways exist to honor some of the spectators'
stories that have not been told during the PT event?
Post-Performance Considerations
Debriefing the Audience and Playback Troupe—What are the needs of the spectators after the performance? What are the needs
of the performing troupe after the performance? How can we ensure the performers' emotional and psychological integrity when
they are part of regular PT performances dealing with experiences of war?

Conclusion
Over the past five years, Playback Theatre has made
important contributions to support the victims of Afghanistan in their quest for individual and collective
healing. According to many of the hundreds of victims of war who told their stories and saw them enacted in the dusty and destitute though always dignified backyards of Afghanistan's shanty towns, a
sense of 'having a weight lifted off their souls', 'being
able to breathe again' and 'finding solace in sharing
one's pain with people with similar experiences' is
what most strongly emerged in the aftermath of the
performances.
On the other hand, it soon became evident that at
this stage in Afghan history, the overcoming of
trauma [9] does not seem to be the most pressing
demand of those who lost their loved ones during
one of the senseless conflicts that have plagued the
country for so long.
On the contrary, it is primarily some form of justice and recognition they are asking for. The former will have to include the removal from power of the murderers of their spouses, children and parents, while the latter asks for official apologies and the public acknowledgement of those who have lost everything and who continue to exist at the margins of Afghan society today.
'Tears are part of our lives. How can we stop mourning for those who have been taken from us?', is what one widow had to say
after yet another PT event where spectators and performers were united as a result of the collective shedding of tears from the
first to the last minute of the performance. At the same time, it is crucial to understand for the outsider that this willingness to continue to cry for those who have been killed must not be confused with a state of ossified and demobilizing victimhood. In fact, the
reverse appears to be much closer to the truth as one teller who later joined AHRDO as a PT actor and theatre facilitator suggests: 'The theatre helps us, victims of war, to transform our tears of pain into energy to keep struggling for a more just and
peaceful Afghanistan'.
Tears of pain as a reminder of the past. Tears of pain as a catalyst for a better future.
Playback Theatre as a bridge between the two.
Tashakor Manana [10].
====

See Footnotes on page 30
Acknowledgement— editing help by Oksana Potapova.
====
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Playback Theatre and Trauma:
an evolving approach
Paul Mc Isaac
In this piece, New York based playback theatre practitioner Paul Mc Isaac reflects on his experience over many years in light of
a recent interview he undertook with Playback Theatre co-founder Jonathan Fox. Paul shares his learning about performing for
the affected community after the 9/11 attacks and how the Company‘s sensitivity to their own personal experience led their playback theatre practice.
Now, I have a bit more understanding about it…but I still say that Playback Theater is not therapy
Jonathan Fox1
If Playback Theater (PT) is not a form of therapy, how do we play back stories about trauma or work with people and in communities
that have been traumatized? More PT companies are facing this question as “natural disasters” and social/political upheavals intensify
around the world. Here I’ll share some history and my own assessment of how our company has evolved in dealing with trauma. My
thanks to the colleagues who helped me prepare this piece including Jonathan Fox.
When we started Playback NYC in 1998 and learned that PT was not therapy, that was fine with us because we came from the theater
and some like my co-founder, Baba Israel, came from the improvisational, free styling, hip hop-poetry world. None of us were therapists.
But from the beginning the stories we got often challenged the idea that this was “only theater”. While we never took a therapeutic
approach to our rehearsals or raised the expectation of therapy in the way we performed, we were sometimes getting stories about
painful, traumatic events that people had suffered or were still living though.
In prisons, HIV-AIDS residences, shelters for at risk youth or homeless seniors, we were given stories to playback that were sometimes
very difficult. After these shows we’d huddle together and quietly exhale; “that was really heavy!” But we’d usually agree that we had
honored the teller. Our rehearsals got deeper, more serious; we did more PT training and focused on learning how to better handle
these deep stories. Several of us studied Arnie and Amy Mindell’s Process-oriented Psychology and this helped us understand how group
process could address “extreme states”. We learned to collaborate with the mental health workers in the communities where we performed. They could orient us and then be available for anyone who might need support after the show. We came to understand that
Playback Theater might not be therapy but it could be a way of healing. Then 9/11 happened!
I still say PT is theater, but I have an awareness that what we are doing in a way kind of exceeds the
boundaries of therapy and theater.
Jonathan Fox1
We were totally unprepared for this trauma; personally and as a company. Some of us saw the Twin Towers fall and lived close enough
to smell the ash and the death. Since we were Playback NYC, we felt an obligation to respond. People from all over the world contacted
us; how could they help, should they come and do playback with us for the survivors? But we were just not ready and of course that
made us feel even more isolated. Within weeks some playback performers from outside our group planned a show in Manhattan and
one of our crew joined them but as a company we decided not to participate.
We met often in those days processing our feelings. One question that came up for us then might still be difficult for some people to
understand. We saw that the accepted way of feeling about the attack, that is the dominant narrative in the media and the culture, was
that Americans were innocent victims and the attackers were monsters, not human. While we agreed these kinds of attacks are criminal
and morally wrong, we also wanted to ask how our government and corporations’ actions around the world might have helped drive
people to commit or to support these terrible acts. We needed to get clearer about our feelings and concerns before going public.
Later when we were ready, we began working with the Red Cross and other social service agencies in including with people suffering
directly from the 9/11’s attack. There we learned another lesson about timing; the way people were coping was more urgent than telling
stories about “that day”. But it seemed that by following our own feelings and not pressing for traumatic stories, we were breaking with
the existing orthodoxy.
The accepted trauma therapy practice at the time of 9/11 was called crisis-debriefing—get in there and encourage people to tell their
stories ASAP. This has since been largely abandoned because there is little evidence that it helps at all. Dr. Patricia Watson, at the National Center for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder has written that …”Often times providers would swoop in and try to 'help' everyone,
implying that a disaster survivor 'needs' interventions in order to recover implies that they don't have the resources to recover on their
own. They may accept this help, which actually removes an opportunity for them to work out their problems on their own."
Some months after 9/11 we did our first show directly about “that day” for medical and social workers at a major hospital. The workshop was called Healing the Healers. We all took a big step sharing and processing our own stories of secondary trauma with each other.
We met the director of a 9/11 survivors group and offered to do a show whenever she and her group felt ready. And they did contact us
… one year later. We did several shows for adults and children that had lost family members on 9/11. These were direct trauma stories,
but these survivors had a year of sharing their stories with each other and with therapists in a safe environment. When they came to us
they were ready to take another step and so were we.
You don’t want to re-traumatize the teller or the people in the audience. On the other hand if you don’t show
them enough of the violence or the terror they won’t see their story. Christian Penny (2), (New Zealand Playback), had a good way to put it, he said that the actors want to be as vulnerable on stage as the teller.
Jonathan Fox1
continued on page 29
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Playback Theatre and Trauma
Paul Mc Isaac
from previous page

After Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans on August 29, 2005 a call went out for people to come down and help. The response was quick
and effective. The PT community raised money, offered advice and Mtume Gant, Kimbali Craig and I from Playback NYC and Vanessa Evans from Big Apple PT, all experienced players with a good gender and racial balance, spent a week in the devastated city.
Some lessons from that experience






Caring for each other: Trauma was all around us so we had to be careful to listen and help each other cope, first and foremost.
The need for good local support: We had the support of a grass roots group, Common Ground.
It might be better to focus on volunteers, not with the survivors…healing the healers.
Work with local PT people: Anne-Liese Fox a local with experience in PT joined us and that led us to help her train a New Orleans
company. Pamela Freeman, Jonathon Fox and others went down to continue training NOLA Playback Theater, which remains a
vibrant group today.

PLAYBACK THEATER AND TRAUMA WORK TODAY
I think we have been developing Playback to this end. We‘ve shown that we are well suited to
help a community deal with terror and trauma.
Jonathan Fox1
These are just highlights from our experience, there are many more examples around the world where PT companies face trauma and
trauma stories on a daily basis, Israel and Palestine being just two examples. So in general how is PT evolving in its work with trauma? I
think most of us agree that when an individual has suffered a personal trauma she has to take as much time as she needs and perhaps
counseling to help process her story before going public. But can PT address collective trauma? The answer is: it has and it can.
How can PT companies that have not had training in trauma and PT prepare themselves for this work? Teaming up with experienced PT
companies, attending Trauma and Playback workshops or bringing in PT trainers to your company are all possible strategies. For instance,
Pamela Freeman and Jen Kristel from the United States and Shirley Legum from Israel, among others are offering training in trauma work.
At least as far back as 1999 there has been talk of forming PT teams that could go into areas facing natural or social crisis; places without
their own PT companies. The first conversation, that I know about, was at the International PT gathering in York, England; back then we
were concerned about the conflict in the Balkans. Why have such teams not emerged?
First, I think the organizational challenges proved to be daunting for a network as loose and decentralized as PT. Then, we also had to face
some real questions about the value of encouraging survivors to share their raw stories. Perhaps, in time such a project will emerge that
can deal with the practical logistics and identify a helpful way to bring PT into crisis zones. Unfortunately, we are seeing an increase in
“natural disasters” stemming from ecological imbalance and spreading social conflicts around the world. History will not wait for us all to
get the training we may want!

PREPARING A PT COMPANY TO WORK WITH TRAUMA
What can a PT company do now to help prepare for these crises even before getting formal training in trauma work? Here are some steps
to consider:

In a safe rehearsal environment sharing your own stories of trauma and living through crisis may be a good start.
This will lead to questions: How does a conductor make that invitation? What PT forms are most appropriate? How does one persons story become a communities story? How best can the actor stand in a story of pain or loss? How can we de-brief after the
playing back?



What are the crises going on around you and your community all the time that are creating traumas? All the better if these are not
the BIG overwhelming crisis. It could be good to work on the “every day” hurts and pains and then ask how we might do that for
“bigger stories”.
You can also invite people with special training and experience to work with your group.



HOW CAN THE LARGER PT COMMUNITY HELP ?
When Jonathan and I were talking recently, I reminded him that when our PT team was down in New Orleans, I managed to find a working
pay phone and we had a long talk. Jonathan listened, asked some questions, made some suggestions but mostly, he was a supportive
presence. That was a tremendous help to me. He and I agreed that we should find a way to offer support to our playback colleagues now.
How do we do this? We could have a simple PT website were those with skills and experience dealing with trauma and other crises can be
paired with those who can use some guidance and support. This site could be linked to IPTN and PNA and all our other web sites. A global
virtual response team, if you will.
===
Footnote
(1) All references to comments from Jonathan Fox were gathered during a telephone interview with the author on 10 September 2013, explicitly
for inclusion in this article.
(2) See article by Christian Penny in the 2002 Interplay XII(1), 7.

===
Paul McIsaac is the co-founder and director of Playback New York City and Playback Theater Long Island (NY) USA. paulshere@icloud.com
1-212-767-9289
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The Therapy Question1
Jonathan Fox
In this essay, playback theatre co-founder Jonathan Fox shares his evolving understanding of the relationship between
pt and therapy through the exploration of two discrete juxtapositions—playback theatre with psychodrama, and the
therapeutic application of playback theatre.
Theatre fans look at us suspiciously and challenge, "Is this therapy?" while despite our statements to the contrary, psychodramatists and drama therapists claim us as their own.
How to respond?
I have always felt that playback theatre‘s indefinability is positive. But it has stood in the way of many people, from audience-goers
to funders, finding the right category for it. Playback theatre's roots in the oral tradition is one cause of their difficulty. Oral traditional cultures tend to be holistic. The story the griot tells is a history lesson as well as an entertainment. The mask worn by the
dancer is a tool to aid a healing process as well as an artistic creation. Modern culture is more specialized. You practice art or you
practice psychotherapy. If you do both, you certainly do them in different times and places.
A second problem has to do with the meaning of psychotherapy, which is in many ways too narrow to accommodate playback
theatre. Again, pt does not fit into the 50-minute, quiet-voiced, one-on-one model widely practiced in the northern world. It also
does not fit into the medical model of cure to which most psychotherapy adheres: it does not aim to solve mental problems; nor is
it private and protected.
Let me deal with two related questions—the connection between playback and psychodrama; and the therapeutic practice of playback theatre.
Psychodrama informed and influenced playback theatre in its early development. But it does not define it. Moreno‘s philosophy
has much to offer, especially the concepts of spontaneity and sociometry. In some regions many pt practitioners are also trained in
psychodrama (including myself). But this influence does not make playback a child of psychodrama.
In some instances, psychodramatists, drama therapists, expressive therapists, and other psychotherapists make use of playback
theatre as an adjunctive method in their clinical practice. This is a specialized application of playback that would rarely include
performance and almost always involves some sort of adaptation to suit the particular therapeutic setting. In this usage, practiced
by a therapist for therapeutic goals and in a therapeutic setting, it is fair to say that playback theatre is therapy.
By far and away the main use of playback theatre is in community settings. We speak of it as theatre; some also call it community
cultural development; some, storytelling; some, education and training; some, communication. Most of us do not call it therapy.
Yet playback theatre is broadly therapeutic. Of this there is no doubt. How so? This is how I see it:
Identity-formation. The need to tell one‘s story is primal. Even more, it seems that telling our story helps greatly in defining ourselves to ourselves. This process is compatible with Boal‘s concept of critical consciousness. The anthropologist Barbara Myerhoff talks about the value of ―definitional ceremonies.‖ "Life histories,‖ she writes, ―give people the opportunities to become visible
and to enhance their reflexive consciousness." So in being a teller, we become clearer about who we are; it is a vital act of affirmation.
Dialogue and reconciliation. In the sequence of stories told by any audience, a teller is always responding to what was told before. Tellers comment on previous stories in a complex pattern of alternative truth-telling (we call this linkage ―the red thread‖ of a
performance). Thus playback theatre turns out to be a good format for a group to share different perspectives on an issue. Moreover, the context of respectful listening that is so central to the pt process is a crucial condition for lessening conflict. During the
playback theatre performance, we hear the narrative of the other.
Recovery. Because of its gentleness, playback theatre is an effective way for an individual (and a group) to make the transition,
to use the formulation of Judith Herman, from ―traumatic memory‖ to ―narrative memory‖. Of course trauma is a psychotherapeutic
problem. But it is also a social problem. In fact, civic leaders are often at a loss when they need powerful tools for healing a community-wide crisis, such as a natural disaster, or war. The fallback solution is too often to just get on with it and cope. However, I
strongly suspect that without finding way to heal from the past, a community cannot creatively face its future.
Moral imagination. This concept, defined by peace building professor John Paul Lederach, involves ―the capacity to imagine
something rooted in the challenges of the real world yet capable of giving birth to that which does not yet exist." In other words,
we need moral imagination to imagine our future when the present seems full of problems and even hopeless. According to Viktor
Frankl, for instance, it was the equivalent of moral imagination that enabled him and others to survive the WWII camps, while others, unable to see beyond the bleak and hopeless present, succumbed. It required moral imagination for blacks and whites in
South Africa to plan for a peaceful transition from apartheid. Playback theatre, with its spontaneous telling and enactment, invites
and inspires such envisioning.
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The Therapy Question

Jonathan Fox

from previous page

For the most part psychotherapy, focusing as it does on curing individuals, stays apolitical. However, when the focus is community-based, questions of social justice and historical oppression demand attention. Who has space to tell their story? Who listens?
Who does not? The value pt places on providing access to anyone, even those traditionally silent, makes it a powerful tool for
social change. One can say that playback theatre treats not (merely) the individual, but also the society. Thus while the framework of playback theatre is broader than psychotherapy, and it does not conform to some of its definitional guidelines, pt‘s effectiveness at ego-building, resolving conflict, working with trauma, and helping people make positive decisions about their future
suggests that it can accomplish many of the objectives of psychotherapy.
There is so much that we do not yet know about how playback works. So far most of the evidence is anecdotal. Merely to know in
our hearts how effective it can be is not enough. We need to develop language suitable for an approach that provides a community healing ritual. We need rich descriptions and detailed analyses of a process that is highly dynamic and ephemeral. What actually happens to the body of the teller seeing her story? What exactly are the processes of communication between audience
members and performers? What kind of consciousness occurs among those present in a pt performance? What is the effect of
witnessing the telling and enactment of personal stories? What role does the performance arc/structure/ritual/ceremony play in the
creation of a lasting positive experience for the participants?
The Israeli playback actor Uri Alon, who is also a professor of molecular biology and physics of complex systems, has an interest
in investigating how and why playback theatre works. Other scholars are writing dissertations on the same question from different
angles. This is an exciting development. Meanwhile, we continue to argue that while playback heals, it is not therapy, and like the
dance and drama of traditional societies, we defy the distinction between art and healing.

Footnote
(1) This article was originally published in the Centre‘s Company Partner News in 2008

====
Jonathan Fox is the founder of Playback Theatre and director emeritus of the Centre for Playback Theatre. He was the artistic and executive
director of the original Playback Theatre company from its inception in 1975. He is the author of Acts of Service: Spontaneity, Commitment,
Tradition in the Nonscripted Theatre; the editor of The Essential Moreno: Writings on Spontaneity, Psychodrama and Group Method; and coeditor of Gathering Voices: Essays on Playback Theatre. In 2008 he was awarded an honorary doctorate from the University of Kassel in Germany for artistic and scholarly achievement in theatre.

No Healing without Justice
Hjalmar Jorge Joffre-Eichhorn
from page 26
Footnotes
(1) This article is the abridged version of a longer reflection written as part of the Playback Theatre Leadership Essay to be published on the PT
website soon.
(2) Transitional Justice is an umbrella term for the often temporary judicial and non-judicial mechanisms used to address legacies of war crimes
and human rights violations after major regime changes or prolonged conflict. The initiative here described was sponsored by a number of donors
including the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission, the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, the International Centre
for Transitional Justice and the German Development Service. The author of this text was the main responsible for all theatrical aspects of the
projects.
(3) The first two trainings were led by the author, while the third training was conducted by current IPTN board member Karin Gisler who visited
Afghanistan in October 2009.
(4) For more information about AHRDO's work, please see www.ahrdo.org
(5) The people of Afghanistan have suffered from uninterrupted violent conflict since December 1978. Overall, four different conflict periods can be
distinguished: 1. The war between the Soviet-backed Afghan communist government and the Western-backed Mujahedin (religious freedom fighters); 2. The Afghan Civil War among the different Mujahedin factions; 3. The war between the Mujahedin government and the Taliban; and finally,
4. The current war between the United States, NATO and the Afghan army on one side and the different insurgent groups, loosely known as Taliban on the other.
(6) Jonathan Fox and Jo Salas made the effort to come all the way from New Paltz to watch the play and express their support. Thanks for that. It
made us feel very special.
(7) During the Rwandan genocide, close to one million people were brutally murdered within the course of a hundred days, with the international
community serving as complicit bystanders. Most of the dead belonged to the Tutsi minority while the perpetrators were overwhelmingly Hutu.
(8) Please refer to the expanded version of this article on the PT website for a more extensive list of lessons learnt about Playback Theatre in
places of conflict.
[9] It is important to mention that the concept of trauma is contested by many Afghans. The main argument is that it is a Western imposed, generalizing and pathologizing concept not taking into account local responses to dealing with experiences of violence and loss.
[10] Tashakor and Manana mean 'Thank You' in the two national languages of Afghanistan, Dari and Pashto, respectively.
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An act against terror— Performance, healing and social action
Rea Dennis
February 2006, Pontypridd, Wales—I am presenting Richard Schechner‘s proposition that terrorists use violence as ―symbolic performance‖ (265). A student in my undergraduate drama class
becomes distressed, repulsed, disappointed, argumentative. Another student, C, a South Walean
woman announces, ―Performance is a good thing, we do it to because of its power to make life
better for people. That (9/11) is so far from good.‖ Another, J, an Englishman stands, and in a
hushed tone says, ―I feel so offended that something I hold so dear (theatre) is made so disgusting
when it‘s used to speak about that!‖ The more recent attacks on the London underground are fresh
in our minds. We remain still, silent, and take each other in. A fourth student, S, offers hope, she
suggests that while thinking about the world in this way is shocking, it is also showing her something she usually refuses to see… I (their teacher) find myself taking refuge in the authentic expression of their different responses. Together, we are immersed in the incomprehensible.
Implicit in this vignette is the claim that the world has changed irreversibly. War, natural disaster; all traumatic events,
change the world, and change our perception of the world. We sat in silence with the question: how do we hold hope for a
future alongside such destruction? Richard Schechner‘s thesis has provoked us – we try to make meaning of the state of
our world. With a growing sense of urgency, we discuss what we as artists might do for this ruptured world.
For some artists/theatre makers the obvious response is to create a theatre project in the war zone or the disaster territory, with the displaced local people (Schininà). Others might set about writing and performing a play. Soon after 9/11,
North American artist/academics Michael Giardina and Mary Weems created the performance text Not in Our Name! in
response to what they articulated as their ―anger and frustration with the Bush administration‘s unilateral intervention in
Iraq and the attendant mediated responses to such action‖ (481). London-based theatre critic Michael Billington (1) stated
that ―it would be absurd to expect dramatists to come up with reflective responses‖ so soon after such a tragedy, yet at
the same time commended the initiative of Abigail Morris of London‘s Soho Theatre in ―commissioning a series of 10minute plays reacting to the day‘s news‖ (1). The importance of the arts during times of crisis and ambiguity can not be
ignored.
Performance can be protest, performance can be an intervention or a means of rehabilitation, and performance might
facilitate mourning. Performance opens a space for the shared negotiation of meaning and for collective mourning.
One of the most persistent but elusive ways that people make sense of themselves is to show
themselves to themselves through multiple forms: by telling themselves stories; by dramatizing
claims in rituals and other collective enactments; by rendering visible actual and desired truths
about themselves and the significance of their existence in imaginative and performative productions (Myerhoff, 261).
Drawing on Myerhoff‘s position, it seems as though coupling performance with personal storytelling generates a matrix of
discursive spaces. Premised on values of social justice like participation, access, and inclusion community-based performance is a response to the needs of the local context. Beyond purpose built theatres with professional companies
showing traditional play texts, interactive forms like playback theatre facilitate social action. Writing about theatre as social
action, James Thompson and Richard Schechner suggest a hierarchy of intentions within art processes during crises
claiming that initially they are likely to focus on healing. Yet, in time, those facilitating such projects deepen their intention
toward ―action‖ and eventually ―community‖. After which, there is a point at which the intention to transform ―experience
into art‖ can be nurtured. It is possible that all four intentions can co-exist in playback theatre practice, however, there is a
logical unfolding of the sequence ―from alleviation of misery through action to community building and art. Without alleviating misery and taking action there can be no community; and without community there can be no art‖ (15).
Not all artists are so confident in the place and purpose of art in the context of trauma. British author and academic
Jeanette Winterson raises concerns about constructing art as a solution or remedy. She says, ―art is part of the answer —
not as a panacea but because art has a way of going to the hurt place and cleaning it. Some wounds never heal but they
need not remain infected.‖

====
References
Billington, M. (2001). It’s a drama out of a crisis. The Guardian, 24th September 2001.
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Rea Dennis is an artist-scholar based in the UK. She also holds a PhD from Griffith University and is currently co-artistic director of Lembrança Theatre Company. She has published research papers on a range of topics including autobiographical performance, playback theatre
and refugee contexts, and Performance & National Identity. She is editor of Interplay.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Ritual Theatre—
The Power of Dramatic Ritual
in Personal Development
Groups and Clinical Practice

Trumpets in the Mountains –
Theater and the Politics of National Culture in Cuba
Laurie Frederick

Claire Schrader (Ed)
Jessica Kingsley Publishers
2011
380pp
Paperback: £23.99 / $39.95
Many arts practitioners can tend to be isolated when working
in the domains of healing and rehabilitation. Ritual Theatre
offers a companion experience to such practitioners, offering
a range of insights into the psychodynamics of drama, ideas
of the sacred in everyday life, and on the performance of
healing first explored by Joseph Campbell; concepts that provide useful frameworks for practitioners whose work touches
on healing and conflict resolution.
From the outset, editor Claire Schrader‘s conceptualisation of
theatre as ritual resonates significantly with Jonathan Fox‘s
writing about Playback Theatre as A Ritual for our Time (in
Gathering Voices, Tusitala 1999). Schrader states, ‗Ritual
theatre uses the form of a story … for a healing/
transformative purpose‖ (39).
The essays in the book present relevant debates for considering the practice that is reported on in this issue. Featuring the
perspective of internationally renowned drama practitioner
Sue Jennings who explores the anthropological roots of ritual
in theatre, Steve Mitchell from Pathfinder Studio, who acknowledges how early contact with Playback Theatre still influences his practice in Clinical Dramatherapy, and US-based
Sylvia Isreal and Elizabeth Plummer on the application of
psychodrama as ritual theatre, among an array of other diverse contributions. The essays come together to advocate
for well-contained (ritualised) spaces for holding and transforming the often ―messy, ugly … lacking in shape, meaning,
redemption or hope drama of real life‘ (31).
The collection juxtaposes the ethical and values frameworks
of various approaches and in so doing proposes contemporary alternatives to traditional frameworks.

Duke University Press Books
(September 3, 2012)
380pp
Paperback: £16.99 / $27.95

In many respects Trumpets in the Mountains offers a documentation of the complex shifts in national identity in Cuba during the
period directly after soviet subsidies were withdrawn in 1990. It
adopts an ethnographic approach to reporting on Cuban culture
and artistic performance through the particular stories of actors,
cultural officials and the traditional campesino people of Cuba.
Laurie A Frederik takes us beyond the urban story in an engaging adventure where art paves the way to engage with the complex dynamics of cultural and political power. Local artists are
placed at the centre of the story that maps the shifts in national
identity that have rippled through Cuba since the Soviet withdrawal.
Ideals of empowerment, participation and democratic devising
are experienced as problematic. There are frank accounts of
making art in rural and remote situations where visiting artists
must interrogate their intentions and confront the need to intervene and teach or shape the artistic process, not just facilitate
expressive processes.
The stories within reveal cultural clashes (city/region), cultural
collisions (contemporary/traditional), and cultural voids, as
Fredrick document the way in which the island state sought to
construct 21st century Cubaness around a (re) positioning of the
rural campesino figure; shifting him from the fringes to the centre
of Cuban identity, and critiquing the commodification of cultural
practices and the performance of revolution by citizens.

The story is compelling in its humanness and I recommend the
full read which follows Laurie A Frederik as she comes to terms
with research practices, theatre practices, and cultural practices
as she observes and experiences the dynamic reformation of a
national identity that is multiple and fluid.

Reviewed by the Editor

Reviewed by the Editor

PUBLICATIONS ON PLAYBACK THEATRE
Ramiro Salas (2013) Playback Theatre as a tool to enhance communication in medical education. Med Educ Online. 2013;
18: 10.3402/meo.v18i0.2262 [Access article here—http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3873757/ ]
Barbara A. Bornmann and Angela M. Crossman (2011). Playback Theatre: Effects on students’ views of aggression and empathy within a forensic context. The Arts in Psychotherapy. 38(3) 164-168 [Access article here—http://
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0197455611000414]
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ANIMAL NEWS

Musician’s Muse
Paul L Gaurea

Jaap Oostra

TROUBLE
IN THE
HOUSE!
by Pioo
The artistic leader of NMWPTC

The Playback Musician Paradox1
In terms of stage presence, I want to be heard and not
seen; in terms of my musical performance, I want to be
seen and not heard.
Being heard—the musician is visibly not the centre of
attention in PT—most often located opposite the conductor offering a container to support the actors and
the central play-space. It is important that we are seen
but are heard, or better yet, perceived through the music.
Being seen— the music must be seen and not heard
because music in Playback becomes an ‗invisible‘ actor on stage.
The moment the music intrudes in the play-space
there is a loss of coherence in the performance. The
role of the musician is to remain attuned to interpreting
and improvising the emotional content of each story in
a narrative context with the actors. Experience and
knowledge must accommodate this factor. Like the
conductor, the musician holds the space, having a
meta-reflection and overall impact on the story.
Though it may seem the musician is physically tethered to music table, Salas points to the notion that the
musician is moving through the play-space supporting
the teller‘s actor or antagonistic elements as well as
emphasizing untold elements of each story. Salas
states, ―When the collaboration is functioning well, the
music becomes rather like another actor on stage, involved in an exchange of cues with the other actors,
each enhancing the others‘ ability to render the story
as vividly, truthfully, and artistically as they can‖ (1992:
p.16). This role is unique and very powerful, yet revolves around a trusting relationship between performers and musician, informed by implicit engagement of
the stories in the play-space.

There is turmoil in our playback theatre from the
mid-west, Chicken Shack. Two members quit the
group, stating 'that the name of the group did not
reflect their identity‘. Chicken Ellie was courageous
enough to speak to us. "They‘re both cocks!", she
managed to say before she started crying turkey
tears. The splitting members are starting their own
company, the name of which will be: the National
Mid-West Playback Theatre Company (NMWPTC).
And this is not the end of the story!
A year after hearing the news the Animal Playback
Theatre Network (APTN) had an emergency meeting and came with this press release. ―We cannot
allow companies to have names with more characters than we have. They would have a Wordfeud
advantage and that is not a good thing."

IS
PLAYBACK
A CLEAN
ART?
After the seventh escape by zebra Z, suspicions
started to rise. And as we all know, he was found
guilty of cheating. His herd was taken away from
him.
So far cheating was never part of Playback Theatre. Or is this just an illusion? We from Animal News
infiltrated the playback community and asked questions that were never asked before. And we were
shocked by the answers. To be continued…

(1) This is an excerpt from Paul‘s essay: Musician as Playback Actor.

For a full exploration of Music and Playback and the full article by
Paul, see the June 2013 issue of Interplay.

Jaap Oostra, pioo@xs4all.nl
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The room is quiet. The conductor asks if anybody has a story they would like to share.
I feel my heart speed up, the way it always does when a long story is about to unfold. I
see the hand of an unassuming figure. ―Please join me up front,‖ the conductor beckons. The figure sits and begins to speak.
The figure reveals a birthday in the near future-40 years old. There is the birth, the
thrill of infancy, the power of toddlerhood, the expansion of early childhood, the risks
of adolescence. The figure continues, the audience sits transfixed, the conductor‘s eyes
are steady and focused. I am flooded with images, aware of the depth and breadth of
this figure‘s impact, aware of the immense nature of my responsibility to relay the
story in concentrated form.
The figure finishes, aware that middle age is just beginning. The conductor gently
asks, ―what would the title of your story be?‖ The figure considers this, and then
speaks, the sentence barely audible. I know nothing about the form, the shape, the sequence. I have only the figure‘s story, the desire to connect, and the four years of my
own history with this ritual.
Suddenly I feel inspired. I relax with the confidence that my teammates are there, that
I‘m not alone. I breathe in and breathe out, knowing that, with all of us together, we
will make something resonant, compelling, honorable.
I look at the conductor. She looks at me and the other actors. A second of silence and
then…

Let‘s watch
The figure is Playback, my team the Steering Committee and the story the 2015 Conference in Montreal. Yes indeed, Playback is turning 40 and celebration plans are underway.

IPTN World Conference

8 - 12 July 2015
Where We've Come From and
Where We're Going—

40 Years of Playback Theatre
Montreal Conference Steering Committee
Peter Abrams— a founding member of Vancouver Playback Theatre, 14 years strong! He brings story and metaphor
into many work situations to strengthen relationships and expand creative problem-solving. He lives in Vancouver
with his partner and 10 year old step-son, tolerating the long stretches of rain to enjoy the re-emergence of the sun.
Jari Aho—a Finnish Playbacker and has been involved for nearly twenty years with Playback Theatre as actor, conductor, trainer and national and international organizer. He is a graduate of the School of Playback Theatre and has
served as IPTN Board member from 2007 to 2013. He has organized several national and international Playback
Theatre and professional conferences and created the guidebook for Playback Theatre international conferences. He
is the founder and first president of the Finnish Playback Theatre Network.
Elisabeth Couture—Member of Montreal-based Promito Playback, Elisabeth Couture is a graduate of the Center for
Playback Theatre. She teaches in the Theatre and Development program at Concordia University. She is an ongoing
learner in Playback Theatre at the Center and in psychodrama at the Centre International de Psychothérapie Expressive with René Marineau.
Gail Marlene Schwartz—has been performing Playback for five years, with Montreal Playback and more recently
with Promito Playback. She splits her time between writing (journalism, creative nonfiction and playwriting) and performing. She lives in Montreal with her wife, Lucie, and their three year old son, Alexi.
Christopher von Baeyer—Artistic Director of Toronto Playback Theatre and former president of the board of the
Centre for Playback Theatre. He is currently living in Berlin, Germany with his wife and teenage son where he is exploring his heritage and really trying to learn the language!
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2015 Conference Organising Committee Report
Gail Marlene Schwartz
2015 Conference Steering Committee

At the moment, I have that breathless feeling I get when I‘ve been chosen to play a protagonist in a long story. How am I
going to effectively tackle this monumental task in front of me? How can my teammates and I organize a celebration that
duly honours Playback‘s 40th birthday? How can we mobilize the international Playback community, how can we engage
all the people necessary to make the gathering possible, to do this celebration justice?

At the moment I have just four teammates on the Steering Committee. To perform a long story in a Playback show, five is plenty…but
an international conference is a whole other beast. We are ready for the outpouring of energies that we know the international Playback
community has, the outpouring that‘s required to make this conference as amazing as we know it will be.

Here‘s where we are— we've recently identified as a priority global participation at the conference, with a special focus
on creating access for individuals and troupes in less privileged regions. We‘re hoping this will mean representation from
as many countries as there are Playback troupes. Imagine!!!
We‘ve also established four working committees:
Finance
Website
Program
Global participation

At the moment, we‘re looking for somebody or a team to design and build the conference website. Please let us know if you‘re interested or if you know of somebody you could recommend.

Our working theme is: Where We've Come From and Where We're Going: 40 Years of Playback Theatre
The conference will feature key moments in Playback‘s history as well as the broad range of contexts in which Playback
is currently being applied. Think birthday party meets interactive museum exhibition. We‘re limited only by our imaginations!
Please take a minute and reflect on how you could help make this event amazing. Our collective passion for Playback is the glue that
will make the conference come together. We need each and every member of our community-yes, this means you!!!

About Montreal
Fabulous and diverse, Montreal has everything a city needs to
host an international conference. Our official language is French,
though English is spoken too in most contexts. Affordable and
full of culture, the city offers a plethora of festivals in July, including the famous International Jazz Festival, the ―Just for
Laughs‖ and Circus festivals, outdoor events including an international fireworks competition and drumming and dancing at the
famous Tam-Tams, parades, outdoor farmers‘ markets, unique
and beautiful exhibitions at the Botanical Gardens, public beaches
like Cap St-Jacques and an extensive system of bike paths, making Montreal, according to a recent ranking by Copenhagenize
Design Co., the number one city in North American for biking.

Get Involved. E: playbackmontreal2015@gmail.com

Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/Montreal2015
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European
Playback
Theatre
Gathering
Amsterdam
27-30 November

The 2014 Gathering in
Amsterdam will offer lots of time to gather, play, sing and dance, drink, enjoy and have
lots of fun.
Our focus for this Gathering is the quality of Playback Theatre in the community by actors from the community. Many of us work
with Playback Theatre not just FOR the people but WITH the people. So, how have our experiences been in this field? What results
have we found? Do we really make any changes? What can we learn from each other? We want to take time at this Gathering to
explore and improve our work in this field.
In Holland and in a lot of other European countries we need to develop new ways to connect and mobilize people in their own
neighborhoods. For people to become active and organize together whatever it is they need, instead of waiting for the council or the
government to take care of their needs. In many countries, the government is stepping back and is being forced to cut down on
projects that support a more positive quality of everyday life. The personal involvement of people within their own peer group or
community is becoming more and more important.
And here is where Playback Theatre comes in. We believe that Playback is a strong instrument to mobilize people - especially
when peers are performing to peers. So we want to explore and improve the use of Playback Theatre as a tool for ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP at the 2014 Gathering.
We have a proposal: for some months before the Gathering we would like several groups in and outside Holland to acquire experience in this field – gathering research on the topic of Active Citizenship by doing Playback with a community group. Then at the
Gathering we will share the results and the experiences of these groups in a playful and active way.
So, our question is: how can we compare and analyze the experiences and learn from them in a structured way? We have found an
answer: we have discovered a useful method - the project scan from CAL-XL – and it‘s designer wants to co-create with us an application where several groups join us for an advance program using this method. We will then use the results of this exploration
during the Gathering. We are very exited about it and feel this could be a great help. Please come and join us in this investigation.
Register before 1-3-2014 and benefit from the early bird price! Please contact us if you want to take part in the advance program:
‗Building up experience with a Community Playback Theatre Group‘ using the CAL-XL method. In January we will have more details and a schedule.

27, 28, 29, 30 November 2014

Amsterdam: Stayokay Zeeburg
http://www.stayokay.com/nl/hostel/amsterdam-zeeburg

Early bird discount 325 euro till 1-3-2014: 370 euro after 1-3-2014
Prices are all inclusive of program, food and accommodation. If you prefer to book a room in a
hotel, the price will stay the same.
Please make your payment to the account below:
Name: Wordt Vervolgd:
On behalf of: Take Part
IBAN Acc no: NL48ABNA0517088363 Bic/Swift: ABNANL2A
IPTN members will get a nice present in November
Email: joke@wordtvervolgd.net or wendela@wordtvervolgd.net
Further information see: IPTN website www.playbacknet.org / IPTN Facebook page and our own website www.eptg.eu
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The IPTN Board had a face to face meeting in Bangalore, India, in October 2013. We said goodbye to Bev Hosking and Jari Aho after
4 and 6 years, respectively and said hello to new members Kerry Williams and Michele Chung. Everyone worked together intensively
for four days. The outcome is a clear new vision that has lit a new fire in the hearts and minds of the board members. We are excited
to share that with you and hope that it inspires you also.

The International Playback Theatre Network provides an independent inclusive global
platform that strengthens Playback Theatre practise through connection and mutual
influence.
To support this, we are embarking on a process of re-branding and significant changes to the board structure and roles. We‘d like to
let you know about the changes and introduce the new Board to you and state how each role is focused on keeping this new vision
statement firmly in mind as we undertake these new roles.

President

Secretary

Juergen Schoo
Germany

Kerry Williams
Australia

This role is at the centre of the Board, keeping in
communication with everyone and making sure
everyone stays on track.

The role of the Secretary includes taking and
distributing minutes, organising regular board
meeting via Skype, assisting the President with
internal communications and procedures.

Treasurer
Mountaine Jonas
USA

Business Development and Membership
Karin Gisler and Joke Rood
Switzerland and Netherlands

Oversees finances of the IPTN and handles banking and other money-related matters. Mountaine
is also liaison to the Montreal 2015 team. In this
role, he provides two-way communication between the IPTN Board and Montreal.

The focus of this role is to develop the Network,
make it grow and care for members.

Interplay Liaison

Public Relations

Amanda Brown
UK

Cymbeline Buhler
Australia

This role links the IPTN Board and Interplay keeping communication flowing between the
editor, the board and the readership. It also
supports the editor to steer the direction of
Interplay.

This role has been newly created. It will ensure
IPTN values and communications are consistent.
Public Relations will be the interface for
relationships with other Playback and related organisations. It will also
manage IPTN presence at gatherings, regional and global conferences.

Website
Michele Chung & Eddie Yu
Hong Kong
The Web Team is re-vamping the web site, making it more user friendly and accessible
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Saying Goodbye

Jari
Aho
Jari Aho is leaving the Board after 6 years, working with the
Regional Representatives and membership. Jari idea to
change the title from Membership Secretaries to Regional
Representatives has brought a more up to date, international
flavour to the language we use. Jari has always been a strong
voice for democracy on the Board - he values speaking up
encourages others to do the same. His work for democratic
processes supported a change to recruiting new board members. In 2011 an open call was made for applications to become a board member, where previously new board members
were chosen by recommendation. Jari worked hard to coordinate the Handbook for IPTN Conferences to be passed on
to international conference organisers. The Handbook now
exists to offer guidelines and support by passing on the accumulated knowledge and experience, gained by each organising team at the end of each PTN international conferences.
As Jari stands down from the Board he is continuing to support
the Montreal team organising the next International Conference in July 2015. We thank Jari for all his work and wish him
well for the future.

Bev
Hosking
Bev Hosking has ended her time as Vice President on the IPTN
Board. But this is not the first time. She has been a member of
the IPTN Board in two different periods for a total of 16 years. I
remember meeting Bev for the first time in Finland 2008 at the
European conference, participating in her course and being
struck by her depth and knowledge of Playback Theatre. I recognised her as someone who guides with wisdom with her vast
experience as a practitioner and international trainer. These are
the qualities she has brought to the work of the Board. Her
steady voice and keen listening, along with her knowledge of
how the network membership has grown changed over the
years has been a huge contribution. She has held the story
since the beginning and speaks passionately about the importance of the ‗apprentice‘ way of doing things: learning through
doing. Her final work on the board was making arrangements
for the IPTN meeting in Bangalore, arranging workshops and
building connections with Playback Theatre groups and individuals while the board was there. We would like to acknowledge Bev‘s contribution to the development of Playback Theatre in India and her commitment to building worldwide community. She has worked hard in areas where people would not be
able to afford training or conferences without help, and was
part of the committee deciding whom the IPTN could support to
attend Frankfurt 2011. It has been a great honour to have Bev
on the Board and we wish her all the best for her future.

Outgoing Vice President Bev Hosking,
with Jeurgen Shoo (President)
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New Name for Interplay
The International Playback Theatre Networks is entering an exciting era driven
by our new vision:

The International Playback Theatre Network
provides an independent inclusive global platform that strengthens Playback Theatre practice
through connection and mutual influence.

Send Submissions including
Name, Address and Email to:

Amanda Brown
amanda.iptnboard@gmail.com
Submit by: 31 Mar 2014
Winner announced: 30 Apr 2014
Winner‘s profile featured in issue: Oct 2014

To embody this vision in all areas of our work, we are taking the opportunity
to rebrand. We‘d like your help! The IPTN‘s membership journal, Interplay, is
changing it‘s name to reflect our new Vision Statement.
What would you name it? What do you think fits our new vision of independence, mutual influence, connection and global inclusivity? Please submit your
ideas for this competition. The winner will be awarded two years free membership of IPTN plus a featured profile in the next edition. The profile can focus
on your work in Playback Theatre and beyond, It can focus on your company
and its areas of interest and development, or on any other topic that you‘d like
to bring to the attention of the international Playback Theatre community.

Write for Interplay — We publish a range of writing by members from critically reflective articles, propositions or
comments about practice dilemmas, evaluations of and reports on practice projects or longer term playback work; news from
regions, and updates on events, a range of other things. Styles and word lengths vary so get in touch for more information.

Themed Issues — Next issue will be focused on exploring the following theme in more depth:
Playback for Education & Transformation

Submission Deadlines
June 2014 issue —25 April 2014
December 2014 issue—25 September 2014
Writers are motivated to submit their work for any numbers of reasons and mostly these submissions can be accommodated into
one or other of these sections in Interplay. If you would like to write for interplay take a look at the upcoming themes and email the
editor with your idea and to ask for our submission requirements.

Email

— readennis@me.com
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INTERPLAY
EDITOR
Position
Vacant

Seeking Expressions of Interest

The International Playback Theatre Network is seeking an Editor for our biannual Newsletter, Interplay. Interplay is a
key member benefit and informs wider readers about the diverse and innovative practice that is happening across the
world.
The ideal candidate will be a IPTN member, a time-managing self-starter, who is skilled at sourcing and qualifying articles of interest to members, has editing and writing experience, and is knowledgeable about the Playback Theatre
Method.
The Editor works in consultation with the Board‘s Interplay Liaison and in support of the Network‘s Strategic direction.
This is a voluntary role.

Start Date Expressions of Interest are sought for the role of Editor to start by October 2014 with a focus on
the 2015 mid-year issue which will be published under a new, yet to be selected name.

For more information on Key Accountabilities and the Role outline and to discuss your interest in this role please contact Rea

Dennis and Amanda Brown by email.

To Apply Send a letter of no more than two pages summarising your interest in and suitability for this role, plus
a short resume and contact details for one referee by email to readennis@me.com and amanda.iptnboard@gmail.com
with Interplay Editor in the subject line.

Deadline
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for Expressions of Interest is 5.00 pm, UK Summer time Wednesday 30 April 2014.

